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The Power of Community

Having a community you can rely on makes all the difference. Now more than ever,
the Chestnut Ridge at Rodale team is here to help you navigate your journey towards
the perfect senior living community. 7ith our roLust wellness programs and wrstrate
amenities, you can enjoy the best parts of retirement living.

Chestnutridge.org | 610-686-9397 | 400 S. 10th Street, Emmaus, PA 18049

Come to our Open House!
From 10:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m. on the SECOND TUESDAY
OF EVERY MONTH, we host an open house so you can
explore all the choices Chestnut Ridge will offer to enjoy
an independent lifestyle.
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I am so freakin¿ excited about this issuet
Not least because of our exclusive
cover interview with the legendary
Tony-winning actor, playwright,
Harvey Fierstein, discussing his
memoir, I Was Better Last Night.
Once again our contributors bring
their glitter, swagger and unicorn
superpowers to produce a ton of
Stephen Libby
exciting, hilarious and interesting
Editor-in-Chief
content. From Corinne Goodwin¿s
Trans Coming Out Stories and Liz
Bradbury¿s LGBT Art at The Allentown Museum
to Philly boy onathan Lovitz running for State Rep and Gerald
Simcoe¿s amazing paintings. Tom Kelch continues the history
of The Rehoboth Guest House and KingSpry reports on the
legalities of Trans Name Changes. Rev Brandan Robertson
and Rev Dale Grandweld discuss Roberston¿s new book. Brent
Haley takes us on a European vacation while the founders
of Gay Comix look back at creating the groundbreaking
publication. William Sanders offers a sneak peek of Civic¿s
upcoming season and his husband ason Sizemore shares
some vegan recipes from Butterhead Kitchen. Len Dannelke
interviews Dean & Chad from Sand Castle Winery and if you¿re
looking for a party vibe, we have D Brad Scott Smith¿s spring
schedule. Muhlenberg¿s LGBT+ Archives Volume 3 and Rev
Goudy¿s plea to support LGBT+ churches and organizations.
Rounding out this issue we feature exclusive interviews with
iconic Act-Up hero and Anthony Fauci BFF, Peter Staley re
his new book, Never Silent and super-hot actor Brandon
Black from Netyix¿ Madea Homecoming. Thank you to Gary
Gaugler r for editing this issue. Thank you to onathan
Fleming for his crazy talented design. Thank you to Carley
Kuehner for hosting our website and Tim Helton for running
our Intagram account. Thank you to Scott Laubner, Brad Scott
Smith, ay Arch, Katrina Escalarza and Mark Stanziola for
helping distribute the The Gay ournal.
Please support the fabulous businesses that choose to
support our community by advertising in these pages.
Wishing you all a happy & healthy Spring 2022t
Get out there and make a differencet
Steve Libby, Editor-in-Chief
The Gay ournal
lvgayjournal@gmail.com
www.thegayjournal.net

Contact us at lvgayjournal@gmail.com, or
or
Gaugler-Libby, LLC
PO Box 421
Stockertown, PA 18083
thegayjournal.net

Lenora Dannelke, an independent journalist covering food, travel or anything
fun, resides in Old Allentown and loves a good Bloody Mary. She has been
a staunch ally of the LGBT+ community for wve decades. Her pet peeve
is seeing “macaron” misspelled as “macaroon”—especially by a bakery.
Liz Bradbury is the irector of the Training Institute of the BradburyL
Sullivan LGBT Community Center and has been an activist since she
S
rran an LGBT committee in grad school in 1979. She’s written over 400
published articles on LGBT issues, and is the national award winning
p
author of the lesbian detective novels: The Maggie Gale Mysteries.
a
Corinne Goodwin serves as the Webmaster and social coordinator for
C
LLehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance, a support group for transgender
iindividuals that serves the Lehigh Valley and surrounding counties. After
sserving in executive capacities for Fortune 50 companies she started her own
cconsulting wrm in 2010. If you see her out and about be sure to say hellot
When Gary Gaugler, Jr isn’t saving the world at his ofwce job, he
enjoys writing his book series and playing video games. His passions
include cats, shenanigans, and weekend cocktails (though perhaps
not in that order®. He resides in Allentown with his husband, Steve.
Tim Helton is a Dayton, Ohio transplant to the Lehigh Valley who loves
DC Comics, being nosey on social media, candy, and aspires to be in a
throuple with Henry Cavill and anet ackson. (Fingers crossed® Make
him instafamous @timhelton and don’t forget to follow @lvgayjournal
Carley Kuehner is a professional entrepreneur who owns a successful
C
national digital marketing agency Cosmick Technologies. Carley graduated
n
at East Stroudsburg University with a degree in Computer Science.
a
IIn Carley’s free time you can expect to see her enjoying life on the lake
where she retreats to her secondary tiny home in the Pocono Mountains.
w
JJason Sizemore is the owner of Butterhead Kitchen, a vegan cooking
cclass & small batch vegan products business. Check out our ad
iin this issue for more info. He also teaches Mindfulness to kids &
adults in the Lehigh Valley, where he lives with his ever supportive
a
husband William, & their rescue dog Alwe,
aka ¼Butterhead’.
h
JJonathan Fleming is a graduate (like, ofwcially, as of October 2021® from
Muhlenberg College with a degree in Theatre & Communications. He
recently relocated to NYC where he does digital marketing and drinks too
much coffee. @jontyeming
Tom Kelch lives in Rehoboth Beach, DE with his husband and two dogs.
He is the innkeeperÉproperty manager of the Rehoboth Guest House.
Tom started doing a research project on the property owned by Frank
Colonnello and Garrett Wood, and he discovered an incredible and
previously lost story about the very wrst openly gay business for gay people
in the city. Tom started writing his story online and to his surprise thousands
of people soon had read and shared it. As one of his wrst publications,
he is extremely honored to be writing this series for The Gay ournal.
Goudy goes by their last name and has pastored Metropolitan Community
Church of the Lehigh Valley since 1999. Goudy is married to Carol Stevens,
RN, FCN and they enjoy movies, cooking and being spiritual nerds.

William Sanders is in his 333rd (not a typo) season as Artistic Director at
Civic Theatre. He has worn mostly black since 1976. He loves his life, his
friends, his family, his work and his husband. Not in that order.

@lvgayjournal

The opinions and views expressed by our contributors are not necessarily
that of The Gay Journal, Gaugler-Libby, LLC or our advertisers.

Finley Santana is a senior at William Allen H.S. They are planning to study
political science in the fall.

Telling Trans Stories

Stories collected by Corinne Goodwin from PA Trans Equity Project

Fewer than 30% of the American public claims to know a transgender
person. Eastern PA Trans Equity Project wants to change that.
We have launched an effort to document the lives and stories of
transgender and gender nonbinary folk in Eastern Pennsylvania. Most
critically, we are not the ones telling the stories - we are allowing
participants to do that for themselves through photos and words.
The goal of this project is to do more than simply document history.
We want to humanize the transgender experience.
This spring, in honor of the International Transgender Day of Visibility,
you will be able to visit two exhibits featuring the stories of almost
Ì Àii`âi ÌÀ>Ã}i`iÀ v° / i wÀÃÌ Ü Li >Ì Ì i À>`LÕÀÞ
-ÕÛ> / ÕÌÞ iÌiÀvÀiLÀÕ>ÀÞ£ÃÌq>ÀV ÓxÌ °
/ iÃiV`ÜLi>Ìi } 1ÛiÀÃÌÞvÀ>ÀV Ó{Ì qč«ÀÇÌ °
Ultimately, all display materials will be housed, digitized, and
«ÀiÃiÀÛi`Ì i / ÕÌÞčÀV Ûi>ÌÕ iLiÀ} i}i
in Allentown.

JAMIE CARLA FINK
TRANSGENDER WOMAN
SHE/HER/HERS
I didn¿t know I was trans until later in
life. I just knew I was in the wrong
body.
I have two children. One
is a marine the other has
signed to become a
marine. I’m very proud
of them both.
I have been married
and divorced and have
also been in other
relationships. I used
alcohol to deal with my
inner hate of myself. Then I
was given the chance to stop
lying to myself and be free.
Coming out two years ago was
both scary and easy. I never thought it
was going to ever happen, but I had someone
in my life that knew I had something hidden, and I knew it
would be okay to tell them. When I did, the relief and freedom
was amazing, but I was still scared and nervous because there
were so many other people I had to tell.
The biggest surprise was at the job that I have worked at for 21
years. I am a supervisor in Manufacturing and Qafter my name
8

changeR I went to the HR department to hand in my updated
driver’s license that had the “F” in the sex column. I told them
there were some changes to my updated license they looked
down and went “Oh, I have known that and when you are
ready to tell the rest of the company we will go through this
together."
Transition has positively impacted me at my job. Yes, some
employees don¿t remember my name and use my dead name
and wrong pronouns, but it is minimal. I still get the same
respect from coworkers and other supervisors.
My advice is to be honest with yourself. It’s OK to be nervous.
ust remember, there are plenty of family, friends, and just plain
strangers that will support you.

JOSIE ANTONACCIO
TRANS FEMININE
SHE/HER
I was born Anthony Mark
Shoemaker. I was adopted
at
18-months
old
and became oseph
Antonaccio. By the
age of 6 I knew I was
different. When I asked
for a bikini like the girl
next door had, I was
told “no,” because I
was a boy and boys had
a penis and girls had a
vagina.
My cousin Susan was a lesbian
and she seemed quite lonely.
My other cousin Robert was gay and
known as a sissy. The boys wouldn’t play with
him because he was a sissy and the girls wouldn’t play with him
because he was a boy. I made up my mind I wasn’t going to let
my dirty little secret out.
Holding this secret led me down a dark and ugly road involving
drugs, violence, and other mayhem. There was also a lot of
tragedy due to the drugs but there were some bright spots
including my 3 children.
In 1985 I met a girl named Andrea and we fell in love. 4 1É2
years later we broke up, but in 2007 Andrea contacted me
and we got back together. One night out of the blue she said
to me, “It’s ok to be who you really are. It’s ok to be a girl.”

I played it off nonchalantly and said, “you don’t know what
you’re talking about,” but over the next 3 years she allowed me
to experiment with who I really wanted to be. Unfortunately,
the drug life we were living got out of control and took over.
Andrea died in my arms of an overdose. I went even further
down a dark and ugly rabbit hole for a very long time.
Sometime later, I felt the only way to honor Andrea’s memory
was to look at who I truly was. I bought a wig, a few dresses and
went from oe to osie but there was still something missing.
With the help a few friends and my Doctor, I started HRT. I
have since completed a legal name change and had breast
augmentation surgery, which has helped me achieve becoming
the true me that I am now.
It is now 6 years later, and I can wnally say I’m happy for the wrst
time in my life. I like who I am today. I have remarried and am
working to get my children back in my life. It has been a long
and painful road, but I wouldn’t trade it for all the things in the
world.

MILES MOLERIO
TRANS MASCULINE
HE/HIM
As a younger trans-masculine person who is also a person of
color with other intersecting identities, there’s so many stores
I want to share, but one that I don’t think that gets enough
attention is that of our Trans role models.
The people who are so inspirational
in our local communities.
For me, when I went away
for
my
undergraduate
college career, I ended up
meeting trans individuals
who I consider as
strong role models
and who mentored me
in my rollercoaster of
self-discovery of my
transgender identity.
Almost immediately after
starting my freshman year I
found some of these friends.
I know for a fact I wouldn’t be
here today without them.
This relationship was very close to that
of father and son - jokingly at times, but it always had a very
caring nature to it. They invited me to hang out with them
whether it was at campus events, spending time to get food,
doing homework, or just relaxing outside. They provided a
space where we could simply exist as trans people.
Even with the ever-present homophobia and transphobia on
campus, my most peaceful and happiest times of being a trans

person have been when I was around my “dads.” They were the
ones who helped to assure our small yet thriving community on
campus.
This type of mentorÉfriendship is something I continue today. I
have a strong bond with a slightly younger transgender friend I
met in college - just like how my “dads” had for met
My “dads” were there for me when my “real dad” wasn’t. They
taught me that there are people who want to see you thrive
and will help you to grow.
I can’t thank you enough Vaughn and ames.

MARS BIELSKI
NON-BINARY
THEY/THEM/THEIR
I recently was asked by my wancj about my trans journey and
realized it wasn’t something people usually ask me.
I identify as a trans non-binary lesbian and
usually get lots of questions regarding
my sexuality, but almost never
about my gender identity
except to explain what it is.
I recounted for her all
those years thinking that
I thought I might be a
trans-man, but never
felt 100% like that was
the truth. Then when
I was a sophomore
at university, I saw a
character in a web series
on YouTube who was nonbinary. It was the wrst time
I had ever heard the term,
but I immediately felt like that
was who I was. After doing some
research, I had wnally found the gender
identity that wts me. I have since then been living out and
proud.
I have been lucky enough to work with a diverse group of people
through my career and do my best everyday to educate those
who may not know anything about the LGBTQ+ community
and have questions that they may have been too afraid to
ask because they have not had the opportunity to learn the
appropriate way to ask the questions they have.
I also try to create a safe space for others like me. Others
who may not have been fortunate enough to be out in their
workplace because they felt alone or like there would not
be someone there to stand up for them around other team
members who are not respectful of their gender identityÉ
expression or sexuality.

Mars (L)
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DJ Brad
Scott
GIGS AND EVENTS
Tea Dance at Two Rivers
Brewing Company
March 13, 27, April 10, 24
May 8, 22 une 5, 19
Camp Out Mt Nebo Rd
Poconos
April 16th opening weekend
May 6th Bear Weekend
May 14th College Weekend
Tea Dance and Nightclub
May 27th Pool Party
May 28th Club Night
May 29th Tea Dance
une 3 Pool Party
une 11 ock Weekend
Easton Pride Party
at Black and Blue
March 26th une 25th

Easton Proud Party at the
Silk Lounge in Fegleys
Allentown Brewworks
March 12, April 14, May 12,
une 9
Friends of Easton
Masquerade Ball at Bank
Street Annex
April 2nd
Coven at Black and Blue
March 19th, April 23, May 7,
une 16
Artwalk Phantoms PreParty
March 5th, March 12th, une
12th
Avery’ Hope Sunset Tea
Dance at Sand Castle
Winery

photo by Jay Arch

THE PLACE YOU LOVE JUST GOT BETTER-Rainbow Mountain
Rainbow Mountain Resort has been the go-to
 /+ `iÃÌ>Ì  Ì i *VÃ vÀ ÛiÀ Ì ÀÌÞ
Þi>ÀÃ>`Ü iÌ iiÜÜiÀÃÌÛiÀÓä£]
we were dedicated to improving the experience.
Our team was hard at work renovating common
areas, guest accommodations, and outdoor
spaces to better represent the community as well
>Ã ÕÀ ÃÌÕ} V>Ì°°° č` Ì i "6  Ì°
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The virus shut down
the tourism
d
across the board,
industry acr
hotels, restaurants,
with hot
being
and nightclubs
n
forced
to
limit
force
capacity or shut
cap
down completely.
do
Rainbow Mountain
R
ffelt that hit just
like
everyone
else and we
scrambled
to
w` ÃÕÌÃ°
To be part of
the solution. The
answer was in
a

ÕÀ ,>LÜ >ÀiÃ «À}À>] > Ì>ÌÛi vVÕÃi`
on supporting local programs and charities.
/ ÀÕ}  ,>LÜ >ÀiÃ] Üi ÜiÀi >Li Ì vviÀ
rooms to medical personnel, as well as recovering
patients who no longer needed to be in the
hospital, but who still needed to be quarantined.
When restrictions eased and the resort was
able to welcome guests again, we turned our
focus to providing a safe space for them to
enjoy. Social distancing and continuous cleaning,
changing our restaurant to a take-out system,
>` w`} Û>ÌÛi Ü>ÞÃ Ì LÀ} L>V Ì i
entertainment you enjoy. DJs took over the
pool deck through the summer, providing the
soundtrack for this more cautious experience while
dancers and drag performers kept us on our feet.
Through these unbelievable odds, Rainbow Mountain
Resort continues to improve and thrive, and now as
we go forward with our doors wide open and our
services fully restored, we cannot wait to welcome
ÞÕ L>V° >V Ì Ì i «>Vi ÞÕ Ûi] ÜÌ  Ûi
performances and theme weekends and our amazing
pool in the clouds, but better than you remember.

The Woods Camping
Resort provides a
beautiful setting for
an exciting vacation
experience found
nowhere else!

MAKE NEW FRIENDS
POOL PARTIES ŏ VOLLEYBALL
DANCE CLUB ŏ BONFIRES
161 ACRES WITH HIKING TRAILS
MASSAGE ŏ RESTAURANT ŏ BYOB
CLOTHING OPTIONAL RESORT

ǁǁǁ͘dŚĞtŽŽĚƐ͘ĐĂŵƉ

Lehighton,
ton, PA 610
61
101
0-377
0
377
37
777
7-9577
7
9577 info@TheWoods.camp
95
info@TheWood
All Guests Must be 18+ ID Required

ALL ARE WELCOME

What's

in the

Allentown
Art Museum
by Liz Bradbury

A lott In fact, if you’re part of the LGBTQ community, there’s
loads to consider from a Queer perspective there. Let’s see
howt
But wrst - FYI: Some of these works were not made before
1923, and therefore are not in the public domain, so I can’t
include photos of them. But I’ll be doing another set of Art
and History from a Queer Perspective Classes each Monday in
May at the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Center in Allentown (also
streamed virtually), and we can look at lots of images then.
The classes will include: First Week: What’s Queer about the
Italian Renaissance¶Æ Second Week: Georgia O’Keefe and her
CircleÆ Third Week: The Harlem Renaissance: LGBTQ Singers,
Artists, & WritersÆ Fourth Week: The Allentown Art Museum:
The Permanent Collection from an LGBTQ Perspectivet
For the Art Museum one I’m going to do the wrst part in the
LGBT Center, and then I hope we can go across Hamilton Street
to see the actual work at the Museumt I might have this class
on Sunday because the Museum admission is free on Sundays.
First, let me say we’re very lucky to have the Allentown Art
Museum (AAM) in the Lehigh Valley. Not only does it have
interesting, constantly changing new exhibits, but there is a
terriwc permanent collection with works by some of the most
renowned artists in the world, and throughout history. And a
number of them were (or are) LGBTQ, or had very signiwcant
links to the LGBTQ world community.
Does the LGBTQ perspective matter¶ Yeahoit does.
If you’re thinking, “What difference does it make to our
perception of the 1939 painting, “Red Cabbages”, whether or
not we learn that the artist - Maurice Richard Grosser - was Gay¶
Well, he was friends with Georgia O’Keefe, photographed by
Gay photographer Carl Van Vechten, and was the life partner
of Gay composer Virgil Thomson - who collaborated on an
opera with Gertrude Stein.
Still think it really doesn’t matter that the painter was a Gay
man when it’s just a painting of vegetables¶ Well, take a look at
my sketch illustration of the painting. (1) Now get it¶
How about Keith Haring’s 1985 painting Andy Mouse on
exhibit as part of a long-term loan from Keith’s sister Kay
Haring¶ It’s Andy Warhol as Mickey Mouse (2). Haring and
Warhol were both Gay and were friends. Haring saw Warhol
as his mentor. Andy Mouse is an original painting pre-dating
Haring’s 30 image silk screen series of various Andy Mouse
images. Haring said, “Warhol’s life and work made my work
possibleohe was the wrst real public artist and his art, and his
life changed our conception of art and life in the 20th century.”
12 Haring’s depiction of Warhol as a commercial icon points to

his understanding that Warhol’s pop culture images engaged
broad sections of the population. Haring used his very
accessible community public art to entice millions of viewers
to confront issues of war, poverty, AIDS, racism, and LGBTQ
reality, love, and equality. Yes, it’s important to know that Keith
Haring was a Gay man who was HIV+, when you look at Andy
Mouset
In 1908, famous portrait painter and teacher William Merritt
Chase, whose Chase Art School later became the Parson’s
School of Design, called Cecilia Beaux “onot only the greatest
living woman painter, but the best that has ever lived.” OK,
yes, that’s a little patronizing, but stilloshe was a great painter
and her portrait of ames Cox (3), is in the AAM collection.
Cecilia Beaux was known as a “New Woman”. Read: “New
Women” as women who were focused on careers, didn’t marry
men, believed in suffrage and equal rights for women, and
often lived happily ever after with another woman. Aka: Queer.
All of these circumstances describe Cecelia Beaux.
Plus, Beaux’s house in “Green Alley” Gloucester, Mass was
smack dab in the middle of a little neighborhood of other
Queer folks, including Abram Piatt Andrew, and his neighborÉ
boyfriend Henry Davis Sleeper. The summer house of bold,
brilliant nonconformist Isabella Stewart Gardner, (designer,
builder, and main sponsor of Boston’s Gardner Museum) was
just a few doors down from Cecelia Beaux’s. Isabella Gardner
had loads of LGBTQ friends includingo
Brilliant portrait painter and “lifelong bachelor”, ohn Singer
Sargent, whose painting Head of a Woman is also featured in
the AAM collection. Sargent was pals with Gay and Lesbian
authors Oscar Wilde, Henry ames, and Violet Paget (Sargent’s
portrait of Paget presents her as quite butch and gender
variant). Years after his death, a portfolio of erotic nude male
images by Sargent was found in his former studio.
Notice that Sargent’s Head of a Woman (4) is remarkably
gender neutral, or possibly intentionally Transmasculine.
So, does it matter that we know he was part of the Queer
community, when we consider this painting¶ You bet it doest
There are 6 pieces by oan Snyder in the AAM collection.
Snyder recently married her partner of 28 years, Maggie
Cammer. Currently on display is Snyder’s painting Moon
Theater (5). Her groundbreaking narrative abstractions reyect
her interest in personal experiences and the ritualistic process
of painting.
Also in the collection is a great piece by George Segal
(6). Segal, though not LGBTQ as far as my research shows,
is the sculptor who created the Gay Liberation Monument
in Greenwich Village near the Stone Wall. The Monument
presents a life size Gay couple and Lesbian Couple. The piece

in the AAM is in the same style.
There are two pieces on display by artist and LGBTQ activist
Rafael Canizares. His ceramic vessels
are beautiful, moving, and forceful (#7). Rafael Canizares
worked with us way back in 1998, speaking out to get
Allentown City Council to consider the inclusion of sexual
orientation and gender identity into the Allentown’s Human
Relations Ordinance (it was wnally passed in 2002 - the 1st.
inclusion of gender identity along with sexual orientation in any
municipality in Pennsylvania.)
And then of course, outside the museum over next to the
Baum School of Art is a giant casting of Leonardo DaVinci’s
Horse (#8). Leonardo, was not only arrested for sodomy in
the 1400s (and never tried), but he loved a number of men,
including his young beefy boyfriend Salai. I always think Salai
might just have inspired the horse sculpture.
I’ll be covering a lot of other important works in my class in
May from a Queer perspective, so don’t miss it, or the other
three classest They’re free and Trish makes great food for
themt Oh, one more thingo
I’m a big proponent of Coordinative Biography as a thesis.
It means: You can’t separate someone’s work from their life.
In other words: Someone’s biography, their life circumstances,
their identities, what was or is happening around them, even
the relationships they have or had, creates an intersectional
reality that inyuences everything they did or do. And from
your own point of view, you can’t separate the Coordinative
Biography of your own life from the way you perceive life.

It always seems to me that it’s mainstream people who try to
get minority members to say their (our) life circumstances don’t
matter. Thereby erasing our unique experiences, our heritages,
and the brave role models we are proud of, who blazed the
trails we follow today.
We have every right to look at amazing and exciting things
from our own (Queer) perspectivet
So, consider this:
You may have heard about the Allentown Art Museum’s
newly discovered Rembrandtt It will be on display through
April 3, 2022, so it’s possible it might be on tour after May and
not be there for my class. So, go to the Art Museum now and
check it out, so you don’t miss it.
Why might it go on tour¶ Because up until a couple of years
ago this Rembrandt masterpiece was missingoin plain sight.
Picture this: Folks at the AAM decide that one of their old
Renaissance paintings in the “style of Rembrandt” in their
permanent collection, is pretty dirty and needs to be cleaned
and restored. So, they send it out.
The restorer begins to slowly take layers of grime off the
surface. Andoshe sees coming out: Amazing deep exciting
colors, brilliant brushwork, vibrant tones. Restorers and
historians gasp. Experts are called in. Yes, it’s a Rembrandto
no question about it.
A brilliant Rembrandt hiding in plain sightt How about that
as a coming out story metaphor for all sorts of us in the LGBTQ
populationt¶t Take that perspective with you when you go see
it. The photo (#9) doesn’t do it justice. This coming out story
must be experienced in real lifettt

Top Row (L-R): Maurice Grosser, Andy Mouse, Cecilia Beaux, John Singer Sargent
Bottom Row (L-R): Joan Snyder, George Segal, Rafael Canizares, Leonardo's Horse, Rembrandt
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Jonathan Lovitz is running for State Representative
Stephen Libby: Congratulations! You are running for PA State
Representative. Why would you want to toss your hat in the ring
during this particularly divisive time in politics?
onathan Lovitz: Because making a difference is what I was put on
this planet to do. If I can make Harrisburg a bit less WWE and a bit
more West Wing, I’ll have done my part. One of my key philosophies
for public service– both now and when elected to the PA House– is
that a Representative should ask every constituent, elected colleague,
and community stakeholder two questions: 1) How can I help with
your problem¶ 2) And how quickly can we work to rectify the cause
of your problem so it doesn’t keep happening to others¶ When we’re
battling the opposition in Harrisburg for our most basic needs and
rights: equality, freedom to vote, healthcare, the environment, and
education, we don’t need slogans and angry rhetoric. We need
results. We need leadership. We need someone who can work across
the aisle to build consensus while never compromising convictions
about what is right. They told me I could never pass a pro-LGBT bill
in TexasÆ I did. They told me I could never get a disability rights bill
done in MassachusettsÆ I did. It’s time for a new generation of leaders
who can deliver with selyessness, and not do the work for selwes. And
when folks back home see the results, we might just be able to restore
some faith in government once again.
SL: I know you don't want to take
anything for granted but let's say you
have the LGBTQ vote sewn up. How are
you reaching out to other groups?
L: Every neighbor has a story to tell, and
needs that deserve to be met. The way I will
win votes from every community in Center
City Philadelphia is the same way I’ve
had so much success passing legislation
and helping communities across America:
listening with empathy, and acting with
intention. When I was being trained by
the Victory Fund to be an effective LGBTQ
candidate, I heard such powerful stories
about how the kind of visibility, leadership,
and gravitas I will bring to this ofwce can
have ripple effects that benewt every single
member of our community, and our allies.
I do not take my privilege as a cisgender
white man lightlyÆ I take it as a solemn
obligation to ensure that as I work to build
photos: Joe Mac
longer tables we are wlling the seats with
the leaders and voices kept too far from the
spotlight for far too long. That is also why you’ll see every possible
element of my campaign be sourced from Philly-based small, minority,
and LGBTQ-owned businesses. I will live up to the same commitment
to inclusion we should expect at every level of government: if I’m at
the table, that means your voice is too.
SL: What is your message/slogan to inspire people to come out
and vote in non-presidential election?
L: The theme of my campaign is “Let’s make a difference.” Not “I will
make a difference.” But “We will make a difference, together.” I want to
restore that sense of pride and community in our neighborhoods, and
that starts by restoring conwdence in my neighbors’ power at the voting
booth. The 182nd is the beating heart of Center City Philadelphia. We
are the Commerce centerÆ we are the center of art, culture, food, and
diversity of experiences– all the elements that make Philly so special.
And it needs a champion who is as experienced at making progressive
change as he is experienced at navigating the intersection of city and
state politics that arise when progress and economics may feel at odds
with one another. Part of my job when elected is to use my time
14 in Harrisburg to wght for and expand voting rights, and then work

to get more neighbors in the 182nd registered and engaged in the
process than ever before. I wrmly believe your voice is your power, and
I will always defend it. That is why I helped found the PhillyVoting.org
initiative in 2020, expanding voter registration and civic conwdence
in my city of Philadelphia during the toughest days of the pandemic.
By hitting the streets with some extraordinary volunteers, I helped
register and galvanize nearly a thousand new voters during the most
important election of our lifetime in Pennsylvania, with an intentional
focus on closing the registration gap for Black, Brown, and LGBTQ
voters in PA.
SL: Who are some of the politicians you admire and why?
L: The fact that some of the elected ofwcials I admire and respect
most have become friends and colleagues is one of the many reasons
I pinch myself each day that I get to be a part of this ecosystem of
change makers. Right now Attorney General osh Shapiro – our
next Governor – is one of my top role models for his ability to build
strong coalitions across PA and make the issues that touch peoples’
lives personal. I must also shout out mentors of mine in politics and
public policy like Senator Brad Hoylman, Congressman Ritchie Torres,
Congressman Tony Coelho, and State Rep Ryan BizarroÆ many of
who have already endorsed and supported my historic run for the PA
House.
SL: If you win, will your Emmy-winning
meteorologist husband Steven Sosna
quit predicting snow for PA?
L: Never, evert ust as I was born to be
a public servant, Steve was born to be a
meteorologist. And we’re both so grateful
to be permanent wxtures in Philadelphia.
Working in TV and politics is grueling and
unpredictable, but we are both so grateful
to be living our dreams. Because of the
nature of our work, we keep ¼church and
state’ fully separate, but cheer one another
on in every possible way. I couldn’t imagine
being with someone who didn’t love
helping people as much as Steve does —
and his ambition to always want to learn
more and grow in his profession inspires
me to keep pushing in my own.
SL: You are a well known piano bar/
lounge singer/theatre patron. What are
a couple of your favorite go-to songs?
Creative
L: ust because I hung up the tap shoes
and put my old Broadway audition book
on the shelf doesn’t mean I don’t love to belt a good showtune or
two whenever the opportunity arises. Despite doing a lot of pop-rock
shows in my career, I was always an old-school baritone at heart, so
bring on the classics like “The Impossible Dream” and “If I Loved
You.” But if you’re lucky, and the liquid courage kicks in, you might get
a little Billy oel or Elton ohn thrown in, too.
SL: With this run, are you eventually eying 1600 Pennsylvania
Ave?
L: No, Pennsylvania – and especially my future bosses in the 182nd
district of Philadelphia (AKA: my neighbors)-- can rest assured this run
for the PA House isn’t a stepping stone or a vanity project. This is
where I want to be, doing as much good as I possibly can, for as long
as my neighbors will allow me. I hope they give me the chance to work
so hard for them.
Find me at LovitzForPA.com or on all social media @LovitzForPA.
LovitzForPA.comÉDonate
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Author Robin Gow

Stephen Libby: First of all, do you want to discuss
being trans and your coming out process? How you
felt. Who you told. Their reactions. etc
Robin Gow: I¿m happy to discuss the subject but it¿s
hard to begin because I really view being trans as a
continuous process. I "came out" in 2016 to my friends
wrst as non-binary and then as a trans man and then now I
feel like genderqueer is the term that best describes me.
Honestly though I feel like I always have been queer and
trans. I love being trans and the permission it¿s given me
to embrace my evolving sense of self. I wrst told my friends
on my college campus and felt an abundance of love and
acceptance. My friends have always been celebratory of
me. The rest of the world is more complicated. There
are still people who I love very much who don¿t use my
name or pronouns. I feel like that element also has led
me to have complicated feelings discussing
ussing
coming out. There have been periods of my
life where I lived places that I wouldn¿t
¿t tell
anyone I was trans because I was scared.
ed.
5.9JGPJQYFKF[QWƂTUVIGVVJGKFGC
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for A Million Quiet Revolutions? Is it
(semi) autobiographical?
RG: I started just with the thought
ght
"what would I have wanted someone
one
to tell me when I was in high school¶"
¶"
I didn¿t feel comfortable in the gender
er
I was assigned but I didn¿t even have
ve
the language in high school to callll
myself trans. The wrst and only transs
man I remember encountering before
e
college was on the cover of a tabloid.
The headline read "The First Pregnant
Man." I remember being entirely
transwxed by that person (who was
Thomas Beatie). I didn¿t see trans
people having full and happy lives. I didn¿t
see trans people in love or having hopes or dreams and
curiosities. We never talked about a single trans person
in all my history classes. I wanted to write a story of love
between trans teenagers because I think trans love is
well... transformative and revolutionary. The idea for the
actual story comes from a memory I had from elementary
school of learning about Revolutionary War soldiers who
were assigned female at birth but lived as men in order
to join the revolution. I thought to myself, some of them
could have been trans people. Through that I found my
main character, Oliver, who is determined to learn and
share with others his love for queer history.
It is semi autobiographical in the sense that I had many
of these experiences coming of age as a trans man, only
I had them in college and not high school. I also grew
up in Kutztown where the book is set so the characters
share a lot of my own frustrations with discrimination in
16 Kutztown.

5. +U VJKU [QWT ƂTUV DQQM!
Will you continue writing
or was this a therapeutic
exercise for you?
RG: It is my wrst YA book, but
I have three other books off
poetry and an essay collection.
on.
I¿ll dewnitely always write. Writing
iting
has been central to who I am for
f
most of my life. For example, I¿ve written a poem every
morning for the past wve years and I¿m always working on
at least two writing projects at once. I don¿t think I would
call it therapeutic because writing actually brought up
complicated feelings I have about my own growing up.
Writing about trans youth has made me wish I could have
had the language to understand myself sooner. For that
reason, I feel like writing
this book has been a little bit of
w
a mourning
process. Like, mourning the high
mour
school experience I might have had
if I could have known myself as trans.
My second YA book will also be
published with Macmillan in 2023 and
I have drafts of four other YA books
tthat I hope will wnd their way into the
world one day.
w
SL: Are you in a relationship? Do you
S
want to discuss that?
w
RG: I amt My partner is wonderful and I¿m
RG
happy to discuss them. They are also trans
ha
and I feel lucky and grateful for the life we
have together. I¿m a polyamorous person
hav
and I understand that not just to mean that
I can have multiple romantic partners but
also that I view a lot of my friendships as
really importantÉintimate relationships. I live
Allentown with my best friend, my partner,
in Alle
our two pug dogs.
and ou
SL:
What are some of your other interests?
RG: This is so open ended I could ramble forevert I¿ll just
give a few things. I¿m a pagan and witch and I¿m very
into learning about Irish folk and magick traditions. My
spiritual practice involves going out in nature often and
connecting with plant and animal life. I love doodling and
making zines too and any kind of crafts or art. I¿m not very
good at visual art but I really enjoy it. I also love baking,
especially cookies. I also just love reading. I love, like, any
genre as long as it¿s queer haha.

Contact info
Twitter: @gow_robin_frank
Instagram: rockin_robin_1
website: robingow.com
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Gerald Simcoe

Interview by Stephen Libby

You can catch Gerald¿s upcoming show at Art Haus at
the Mezz Marriott May 1 - une 30, with work at their
retail store, RE:wnd. Gerald currently has a painting in the
juried show Compendium: Ex Libris at the Banana Factory
an. 15 - March 6 "The Guilty Man" inspired by a work
of Stanley Kunitz, poet laureate (2000). Gerald¿s portrait
of Master Harry Blair hangs in the Northampton County
Courthouse and Bethlehem founder David Nitschmann
the eponymous Middle School, here in the Lehigh Valley.

Self portrait - BTW, this is my version of a Hungarian
cowboy before I went to visit, or the dream of one. I
wore it one night to go to Limelight - the old disco in the
repurposed Chelsea church. I noticed people queueing
behind a velvet rope as I walked through the wooden doors.
Afterwards, I found out you had to wait in line and realized
I had the right attitude and outwt to bypass that nonsense.

Stephen Libby: How old were you when you realized
you could draw/paint? And how long before you were
able to make a living from it?
Gerald Simcoe: My wrst memory was drawing a dog from
memory when I was six years old. My wrst inyuence as
with many youngsters growing up in the 1960s was TV
personality Gene London from Philadelphia. He would
draw and tell stories on his Saturday morning show. It was
great meeting him in person recently when I attended
18
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his last exhibit of Hollywood¿s costumes at the Allentown
Art Museum. He died a few weeks after that.
I began studying oil painting locally when I was 11, then
continued with serious studies after high school, at the
Art Student¿s League in NYC.
My income never solely depended on my art. From
working in the coat room at Carnegie Hall, to opening
the wrst Starbucks in NYC, and gardening for Ambassador
Annenberg in Philadelphia while studying at Longwood
Gardens, gave me a perspective I wouldn¿t have dreamt
of had I spent those hours isolated in my studio.
I love hybridizing hardy Snowdrops, some of which are
one of a kind in the world. I sell them to garner new plants
to hybridize with.
SL: Where did you grow up and what was it like
growing up gay there?
GS: I grew up in Northampton, a cement town, where
arithmetic and athletics were king. It was a cultural, antigay desert, forcing me to go outside my environs to seek
an artistic education. New York provided a multi-cultural
environment and opened my eyes to a world outside the
limited environs of my childhood. On the other hand, I
didn¿t want to become another transplanted New York
artist.
In those days, the Baum School was located in the
basement of the Allentown Art Museum. I think the valley
has a lot to offer artists these days.
I did get to visit my Hungarian cousins behind
the Iron Curtain in 1987. It was eye-opening with the
most memorable experience of having climbed a
Medieval Castle and watched a man hand-scything a
weld from the tower above.
The Lehigh Valley has been industrial for centuries, yet I
wnd the countryside beautiful and inspiring.
5.9JCVCTVKUVUJCXGKPƃWGPEGF[QW!
GS: My painting teachers were a dewnite inyuence early
on. The major Baroque painters always blow me away:
Vermeer, van Dyck. Pianist Annie Fischer inyuenced my
inner gestalt temperament.
I derive inspiration from anywhere I can, not necessarily
from other artists. Reading spurs the imagination as
well as being out in nature or in my garden. A yower¿s
structure is a big inyuence, imagining what it¿s like for
a bee or any other insect gathering nectar, to being
enveloped in fresh pollen. Gardening is a unique window
into the mysterious world of plant reproduction. Nature
inwnitely astonishes me.
SL: What do you need when you are working? What

kind of music? Coffee/Booze/Pot? Do you use live
models/photographs/purely from memory?
GS: I need good light while painting, which I have in my
studio with a large north-facing skylight. I work from life
whenever possible, painting in every situation I can. I love
coffee
Music does put me into its abstract world and I have
completed paintings by listening only to a certain piece of
music, i.e., a Scarlatti harpsichord sonatas and Schubert¿s
piano sonata in Byat are examples. Baroque music is
great to paint yowers byt
SL: : What is the best thing about being an artist?
What is not such a great thing about being an artist?
GS: Creating something that didn¿t exist before is the
bestt Being ahead of one¿s time and being misunderstood
is the worstt The most an artist can give is what they
experience every day.
I painted the violets coming up in the stone steps which
I walked over on my way from my studio to my mother¿s
home-cooked lunches during the Covid-19 pandemic
isolation.
It is a beautiful, hopeful memory of scary times, recalling
her grandfather¿s death from the Inyuenza Pandemic in
the early 20th century. A bit of history repeating.
"Rob Conti with Peter" - Forbes Magazine
Award, Salamgundi Club, NYC
I painted my friend Rob in a carved chair, imagining
him as a Pharaoh. The head took one sitting and I
decided to add his roommate¿s Parson Russell Terrier
to excite the composition. I had to toss his binki (black
rubber toy resembling a butt plug) which he fetched,
then he¿d pick it up and put it down, until I tossed it
again. This is his "at attention" pose.

&WVEJ+PƃWGPEG
in Horticulture"
400th
Anniversary
of
the Dutch Discovery of
Manhattan - 6 x 3 feet

"Su-Shan" - I wrst met her through friends when
the Brick Tavern had a gay night. We all went to see
her perform on stage at the Dutch Country Players
Theater, and I was amazed by her bronze skin tone
and remarkable bone structure, visible from the stage.
Being a strong dancer, she stood during a 4 hour
posing session without a break. With her Mandarin and
Slavic backgrounds, she seems to embody the best of
both worlds.

This was a traveling show
between the Salmagundi
Club of NY and the
Seaport muZEEum in
Vlissingen, NL and was
#7 of 25 panels depicting
the Dutch inyuence in the
New World. I chose the
horticultural inyuence they
have had and used mostly
Dutch hybrid yowers for
this Baroque allegorical
still life.
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THE
REHOBOTH

Background: An actual picture of RGH.

PART 2
ǁƌŝƩĞŶΘƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞĚďǇ͗
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An incredible series of stories about one property and its gay
history. It includes true tales of trail blazing concepts, bravery, sexual
freedom, comedy, turmoil, protest, equality, and remarkable new
gay beginnings. The events that happened here contributed to an
extraordinary series of events that transformed a small and secluded
Methodist summer campground into one of our country’s oldest,
safest and most gay friendly small cities.
“Touring Paradise”
In anuary 1979, Herbert Koerber had just become the new owner of
the town’s oldest operating inn. The inn was located right in downtown
Rehoboth Beach on Maryland Ave, two blocks off the main city
center, and just over a block from the beach and boards. The town of
Rehoboth Beach was mainly a seasonal Methodist summer camp, and
pretty much a ghost town during the winter. For Herbert, this seemed
to be the ideal location for his new gay business. The Methodists
were mostly quiet and kind people who kept to themselves, and he
concluded they likely wouldn’t be bothered or involved with him and
his property. For the most part, this turned out to be correct.

A current picture of the backside of
20 Rehoboth Guest House

PGH, and the large white columns
described in the article
He renamed his inn “The Paradise Guest House”(PGH) because he
was going to create his version of a gay paradise, a place men could
come from anywhere to wnally have an opportunity to explore their
painfully hidden inner desires. At this time, PGH had 12 guest rooms,
a private apartment for the owner, a basement, an attic, and a front
and back porch. This wasn’t ideal for all the men Herbert was hoping
would come, so he got to work converting the inn into an incredible
multi-layer complex for gay adult fun.
The front porch remained basically the same, except now it would
become a place for the brave to “cruise” or see who was arriving.
At this time, most avoided the front porch out of fear of being seen.
In fact, many people’s interviews revealed the front porch would
often be subject to both verbal and physical attacks from the locals.
However, once you crossed the threshold, you were safe, welcome,
and encouraged to let loose. When you walked into the front door,
with his thick German accent, you were warmly greeted by Herbert.
He was very proud of his creation, and he would happily show you
around.

One of the performance/contest stages,
picture taken right before demolition.

The second yoor was entirely clothing optional. Fourteen tiny rooms
without doors, no bigger than a mattress, lined both sides of a narrow
hallway completely painted in bright white, a bathroom with a clawfoot
tub at one end of the hall and a half bath on the opposite end. The
most desired rooms were the ones that had windows facing the 2nd
yoor deck. This was the prime spot for entertainment and fun. In fact,
he had built two separate stage areas for shows and contests, costume
changing area includedt Also, there was a weightlifting section where
men would often be found admiring each other. In the darkness, men
would purposely leave their deck facing windows open providing easy
access for visitors to watch or even crawl viewing inside.

The wrst room when you entered was the ice breaking room. The walls
had thousands of tiny mirror pieces set into the plaster to represent
a disco ball. Thick, brightly colored, 70’s style shag carpeting could
be seen throughout the whole property. A small TV had a VCR and a
large collection of gay porn that was usually playing. A vast selection
of dirty magazines was always available around the sitting area. This
all was meant to encourage the mood while the men would mingle
and get to know each other. Herbert would often have happy hours
and events in this area to help the shy ones come out of their shell.
During some parties everyone would be naked, but usually clothing
was optional in this area. Also, directly off this room were wve tiny
rentable rooms with curtains for doors. These were for those who
wanted a little privacy, or they were planning on staying the night and
needed a place to sleep.
As you entered the wrst-yoor hallway, there were wve more tiny rooms,
but these ones were the most expensive. They came with doors, and
for a little more, you could even get an air conditioner. The most
desired and expensive room was on the 1st yoor, and had a big
secret. The yoor had a hatch door, and if you opened it, you would
wnd a ladder. After climbing down, you would wnd a secret hippy style
room with a sex swing, incense burning, magazines, and even a large
chest of adult toys. Nowagays hear sex swing and immediately picture
leather and chains, instead it was made of ropes, and yowy fabrics. I
would want you to visualize it more like the back of the Scooby Doo
van with green smoke clouds included.
At the end of the hallway, on the wrst yoor, was a community bathroom
with a single toilet and sink. The last doorway on the right was the
h
pay phone room with a full bathroom adjacent. At this time, with
sometimes more than one hundred people in the house, this wass
the only phone anyone had access to. Turns out, this was the mostt
e
prowtable thing on the property. I like to imagine what those phone
e
calls might have been like, to the wife, from the gay bathhouse
e
on a “work” trip. Or, trying to get in touch with someone you¿re
meeting and hoping that they will be by their phone waiting forr
e
your call when it¿s your turn. Men would wait in line for the chance
e
just to make a call, another great opportunity to get to know the
n
others visiting the property. Men would smoke or have a drink in
the phone room while waiting. Gay dating app times make thiss
scenario difwcult to imagine for many.

1

h
A door in the phone room led out to the back porch. The porch
was fully open to the backyard with four white greek-style columnss
holding up the 2nd yoor and deck area. Four large rocking chairs
faced the backyard area, accompanied by small tables for drinks
and ashtrays. To the right was the underside of the outside staircase
leading up to the 2nd yoor deck. This is where Herbert had built an
open outdoor shower out of a garden hose, tin foil, and he didn’t
bother with a door. Nothing in Herbert¿s PGH was done with luxury in
mind. His focus was clearly to encourage the men to be promiscuous,
and that only becomes more evident on the next yoor.

The third yoor was actually the combined attic of both the original
houses, so it was pretty huge. It didn’t have a lot of headspaces and
you couldn’t fully stand throughout most of it. It had three small
windows, one with an air conditioner. Herbert put up a dividing wall
in the middle making two large areas with a doorway in the middle.
One area had a separate tiny room with only a door and a mattress.
He lined every inch of both areas with mattresses directly on the yoor.
This was known to be where huge orgies and group fun would take
place. The purpose of the single separate room is still not exactly
known, but I am sure your imagination is running wild, and your guess
is as good as mine.
It was a dream come trueÆ a place Herbert could do exactly what
he wanted to do with his friends. Men wnally had a safe place to
experiment and explore their deeply buried cravings. Men were able
to meet other men like themselves and would make connections they
never previously could imagine. Almost instantly it became popular
and Herbert was packing the customers in and always wnding room
for more. He soon started renting out space in the backyard, f5 to
pitch a tent.
An unusual crowd is now becoming very visible in Rehoboth Beach
and the Methodists have noticed. Growing concerns are being
discussed and trouble with the townspeople is brewing quietly in the
background. Also, a much worse disaster is lurking and no one even
knows it. The next part of this story will cover some incredible and
fantastic things that happened with Herbert at the guest house. It will
also take us through the protest and pandemic that created a fabulous
new gay beginning in paradise and throughout Rehoboth Beach.

2
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(1) The only known picture of one of PGH bathrooms
and the privacy you could expect.
(2) Only one of two pictures ever found of the inside of
Paradise. This is the wrst yoor, the phone room would be
directly to the right of the bathroom at the end of the
hall.
(3) The only known picture of the hatch door in the yoor
leading to the secret room.
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Modern Day America:
FINLEY SHARES A TEEN OPINION
In toda
today’s episode: LGBTQ Equality
Equality is dewned as the state of
being equal, especially in status,
b
rights, and opportunities. In modernday America it seems as if this word
does not exist anymore. Or at least
it¿s as if it isn¿t present in everyday
society. Nor does it appear to be a
goal of our government anymore. A
conversation
of equality needs to be
co
had.
had There are people and communities
still missing
from these conversations, and
mi
those inaccurate representations aren¿t enough.
The LGBTQ community gave you riots before the
government gave us rights and that is still just a sliver of
what is deserved. The Black and POC (people of color)
community gave you peaceful protest, asked for rights, and
walked on the streets and society gave only a sliver of what
is deserved. Women protested and asked for rights and
society gave only a sliver of what is deserved. People from
outside of the U.S. have asked to be a part of this "oh so
great country of ours" and we have done nothing but shun
them and deny them anything. Indigenous people have
asked and protested for rights over their lands that we have
stolen, and we have given them not even a sliver of what
they deserve. Equality for workers does not exist and while
they work long hours, whether it¿s standing or sitting, and
though society listens to countless voices complaining or
complimenting on the rare occasion those workers still have
only a sliver of what they deserve. Equality in the United
States is dewned as, the state of being equal to someone of
the same status as you, to be equal to a heterosexual, white,
cisgender male. Equality exists for you if you have money.
Equality does not really exist in America, in our "oh so great
country" and it wont until we have a conversation about it.
Let¿s take the LGBTQIA community as a start. America
loves to have this idea where we welcome all, those who
have a dream can come here and will be accepted with
open arms, no matter of gender or sexuality, that no
matter what you are welcomed. This is an idea that every
American with human decency has had, but has it been a
reality¶ The United States has never been welcoming to
the community. For years, decades evenÆ we were seen
as evil, a sin, a disgrace, mentally insane, and many more
adjectives that are horrible and belittling. We struggled
for years as a community to get as far as we are now, and
22 we still have so much more to go. This government of

ours doesn¿t make it easy, the life we live doesn¿t offer great
motivation either. As a 17-year-old, bisexual, non binary, I
feel as though my future depends on me being "normal",
straight and cisgender. I feel as if I cannot be myself outsideÆ
without worrying if I will be catcalled on the street, without
worrying if a college will accept me, without worrying about
the police questioning my identiwcation or driver¿s license,
without worrying about receiving proper medical care,
without worrying if I will receive human decency. Teens my
age or even younger have similar worries or completely
different worries, for example
I spoke to ohn Santana, 18, a college student who is
pathing his way through history everyday with knowledge,
conwdence, and persistence to get the job done no matter
what. We discussed his opinions on what it feels like to be
LGBT+ and what does modern day America look like to him.
"For your second question, it feels invigorating to be
LGBT+ in this day and age because while the battle for
equality is not over yet, our presence is much more accepted
now. We see respect and representation for the community
growing every dayt Yes, it¿s nowhere near perfect and we
won¿t stop until everyone can freely express themselves and
love who they want to love without fear, but we have made
amazing progresst My feelings for modern day America are
constantly shifting depending on what¿s happening Qto be
honestR. One day I¿ll be so proud to be an American and
living in the land of the free. Another day and I¿d rather
be anywhere else and never associate myself with this
country. The days I feel most pridefulo are the days when
the community gets a win, and the sun shines making our
rainbows brighter. For example, when progress for LGBT
rights is achieved or I see more positive representation in
the media, making life for the next generation easier. The
bad days are when this heteronormative society strikes
again and reminds us of who has the power in this country.
For example, when a black transwoman is attacked and
nothing is done to bring them justice."
This being just one of many opinions and views of
someone who is a part of the LGBT community, it¿s important
to acknowledge and remember that maybe what you see
America like today isn’t something you¿re alone in. Maybe
someone else sees it too and knows that something, even if
it¿s small, needs to be done.
How about you¶ What does modern day America look
like to you, as someone a part of the LGBT community or
even just an ally, what does it look like in your eyes¶
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Successful Challenge of Name Change
Act Grants Three Transgender Women
Right to Legally Change Their Names
Þ*>}i°ÀÃÃ] Ãµ°]}-«ÀÞ>Þ>Ü*À>VÌVi
The Transgender Legal Defense & Education Fund (“TLDEF”) and attorneys
from Reed Smith Law Firm successfully challenged Pennsylvania’s 1998 Name
Change Act (the “Act”) in December, resulting in three transgender women
being granted their petition to legally change their names to match their
gender identities.
TLDEF and lead attorney, Gabriel Arkles, advocate nationwide, challenging
laws and policies that have a negative impact on transgender individuals.
The legal team wled name change petitions on behalf of Chauntey Mo’Nique
Porter and Priscylla Renee Von Noaker in Allegheny County Court of Common
Pleas and on behalf of Monae Alvarado in the Philadelphia Court of Common
Pleas. All three transgender women were previously banned from obtaining a
legal name change because of their past felony convictions. The legal team
requested the court strike down the Act as unconstitutional and outlined the
negative impacts the law has on transgender people.
The 1998 Name Change Act prohibits people who committed serious felonies
from ever changing their names. Speciwcally, the 1998 Name Change Act
requires a two-year waiting period from completion of a sentence for all felons
to apply for a name change and a permanent ban for serious felonies such as
murder, violent sex crimes, rape, kidnapping, and involuntary manslaughter.
The legal team did not ask for the judges to strike down the Act as a whole, but
rather just the part of the Act which prohibited felons from advocating for their
name change in front of a court to prove their intentions have no fraudulent
purpose.

For a transgender individual, the 1998 Name Change Act can interfere with
their right to autonomy and privacy, however, the recent court ruling on the
unconstitutionality of the Act is a step in the right direction. Being forced to
live with a name that is not representative of your own identity and person can
cause great harm. While it is never possible to know for sure if other courts will
follow these rulings, other courts around the Commonwealth may hopefully
use these legal decisions for guidance and clarity. If you have a question
regarding your rights, contact your legal counsel.
Paige Gross is an attorney with the KingSpry Law Firm, focusing her practice in
education and family law. Paige joined KingSpry as an associate in 2021 after
interning with the law wrm during her third year of law school. She also serve
as a judicial extern with the Honorable Mark A. Kearney, United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
Paige earned her uris Doctor from Villanova
University Charles Widger School of Law. She
graduated cum laude from Temple University with
a Bachelor of Business Administration.
Contact info: 610-332-0390 | pgross@kingspry.
com

While the Act was meant to prevent fraud and enhance public safety and
concerns that convicted felons may seek a different name or identity to avoid
their criminal history from following them in their life, being forced to live with
a name that is not representative of your own identity or person creates serious
hardships for an individual, especially for transgender individuals.
TLDEF and the legal team argued that individuals should have control over
their own names, and the fundamental right to control one’s name cannot be
outweighed by an assumption that felons are only seeking a name change for
fraudulent reasons. Under the Act, individuals may be forced to use a name
that does not reyect who they truly are. In a situation where a transgender
individual is not allowed to change their name, they will have to show an I.D.
with a name that does not match their gender identity, potentially creating
uncomfortable situations where an individual may be forced to “out”
themselves and to explain why the name on their I.D. is not the name that
is being used in their daily lives. An incorrect name on an I.D. or other legal
documents can lead to misgendering, creating mental health implications for
transgender individuals, and may deter individuals from applying for school
or jobs, and potentially leading to discrimination as well. Not only does this
cause transgender individuals to miss out on opportunities, but it could also
potentially put them in danger of harassment or violence.
On December 7, 2021, a udge from the Philadelphia Common Pleas Court
granted a transgender convicted felon’s name-change petition. One week
later, on December 15, 2021, a udge from the Allegheny County Common
Pleas Court granted two transgender women who were previously convicted of
serious felonies name-change petitions. While the udge from Philadelphia did
not consider the constitutionality of the Act in her decision to grant the petition,
the udge from Allegheny County declared the Act as unconstitutional. The
Pennsylvania Attorney General stated his ofwce does not plan to appeal or
challenge this decision. Prior to this action, transgender individuals were
prohibited from securing a legal name change because of their past felony
convictions.
So, what does this mean for the transgender community, and what can we
expect in the future¶
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Harvey
Fierstein
Interview by Stephen Libby
Photo by Bruce Glikas

With his new autobiography, I Was Better Last Night, Harvey Fierstein
chronicles his life, loves, passions, triumphs and tragedies and so much
more. In this interview, Mr Fierstein shares his memories about AIDS,
his thoughts on Covid and how "artistic" was the code word for a
family member that was gay. When I said he is a living legend, a gay
icon and a force to be reckoned with. He added, "And the best time a
sailor can have at port!"
Harvey: Hello, Stephen. It¿s Harrrvey... (If you can imagine in the most
seductive Harvey voice)
Stephen Libby: (laughs) I have waited forever to hear your voice on
the other end of a phone call. How are you, sir?
Harvey: Get your clothes off...
Steve: (laughs) They're already off.
Harvey: Ok. I just put mine on. I have pilates after this. My pilates teacher
don¿t like me uncovering nothin¿.
Both: Laughing.
Harvey: Good morning, sir.
Steve: Good morning to you. How are you?
Harvey: I¿m good. I¿m good. I¿m good.
Steve: Congratulations on I Was Better Last Night. I've had the book
for a few days and I'm about halfway through...
Harvey: When I was still young and pretty.
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Steve: It makes me think back to when I was young and pretty, also.
Harvey: How old are you¶
Steve: I'm 10 years younger than you are.
Harvey: So, some of it you remember. God, gay years. It¿s like four
lifetimes. I just wnished recording the audible version, so I had to actually
relive it all again out loud. That was pretty scary.
Steve: I read one of your posts and you said something about having
all these emotions coming back and that caught you off guard.
Harvey: The one that killed me and I actually had to get out of the booth
and just sat in a corner and cried for a while. But, it really did take me by
surprise that, you know, of all the people that I was there to talk about,
obviously lost both parents and these friends and lovers and stuff like
that and coworkers. And I was prepared to read that stuff again. What
got me and shocked me was my anger in the section about AIDS, and it¿s
very much at the very end of that section where I talk about the straight
community. I talk about always having the feeling that no matter how
much they cared, they were just really glad it didn¿t affect them. And you
know, they were wne and that they wished us well and went on their merry
way and let us die. Reading that over again and having it hit me again
knocked me for a loop.
5VGXG 9JCV YGTG [QWT VJQWIJVU YJGP [QW XGT[ ƂTUV JGCTF CDQWV
AIDS?
Harvey: We were in rehearsals for Torch Song. And our pianist, Ned Levy

started bringing in these articles from the Village Voice about this gay
cancer thing. We thought it only affected yight attendants. It took us a
while to wgure out something else was going on. It was an evolving thing.
It didn’t hit us all at once. It was a little story here, a rumor there about
a virus, a gay cancer. There are so many people who seem to be angry
about COVID, that the government hasn¿t come right out with these rules
and told exactly what everything is. I mean, people are so stupid. If you
don¿t know what something is, you
u don¿t
know
what something is. Science takes a while
to wgure out something brand new. Right¶
It¿s not like Covid arrives and it¿s got a
label on it. Wear a mask. This is the
e kind
of mask that works. It¿s an ever-evolving
lving
thing. We in the gay community, we
don¿t even question that because we
lived through it. We know. And the
thing that really kills me about COVID
VID
is when the gay community WOULD
LD
HAVE BEEN VERY HAPPY TO TAKE
KE
A SHOT... and have it done with.
h.
Fucking assholes. Fucking pieces
es
of shit assholes who are handed
d
health on a silver platter. Here take
e
this and you won¿t die in a hospital.
Not It¿s going to turn me into
an alien. It¿s got a camera in it.
It¿s got a little camera in it. Can
you believe the crap that these
people believe, rather than just take
shot,
k the
h ffucking
ki
h
you stupid asshole. Believe whatever you want just take the fucking shot.
The stupidity of people will never, ever...is there a philosopher or writer
that¿s ever been born that doesn¿t celebrate the stupidity of people¶
We are all such silly creatures. ust because you think doesn¿t mean you
think correctly. The internet so wonderfully gave us all a voice. But not
everyone¿s opinion has the same value. You have to think harder about
where you¿re getting your information.
You asked about AIDS. We knew nothing and what we screamed about
was the lack of information. How slowly it was coming out. And whether
the government cared or not. Because we had a president that never
said the word AIDS for six years. We really need to remember it wouldn¿t
even be on the news if it weren¿t for the activists out there screaming and
yelling and protesting.
Steve: Those are my memories also. So, what made you think that this
was the right time to write your memoirs?
Harvey: (laughs) I was in lockdown from covid. The December prior to
covid, I had been performing Bella Bella, at the Manhattan Theater Club.
The idea was, with the election coming up the next November, I was
going to use the play, which is about Bella Abzug. It¿s a political play
about what we do to women who run for ofwce. And it¿s a one person
show. And I wrote it to put it on so that I could then give the play to any
women or women¿s groups or political groups that wanted to put it on to
raise money for women running for ofwce. I thought Bella¿s friends like
Shirley MacLaine and Marlo Thomas and Renee Taylor would do readings
of it to raise money. And all of those plans are canceled. A few years prior I
re-wrote Funny Girl. We did it in London at the Menier Chocolate Factory,
where it was a big hit. And they moved it to a commercial run on the West
End. It toured for a year and it was supposed to come to New York. So
that got put on hold. And then I was supposed to be doing a production
of Bye Bye Birdie for Live TV. Because I wrote the Hairspray script and I
wrote the The Wiz Live. So, I prepared the Bye Bye Birdie script and that
was now done. Basically, I knocked everything off that was on my desk. I
also make quilts. I owed a bunch of quilts to people who got married, had
babies. I went to my sewing machine I knocked out wve or six quilts in a
row. Well, we were in lockdown...
Steve: I know. You're being productive.

Harvey: Then all of a sudden, I was done with everything. My agent said
to me, “Why don¿t you write your memoir¶” And I said, Oh, honey, I write
plays. I do write some op ed stuff, but I¿d never really written long form
or anything one could call a book. This reminded me of when my friend
Ronald eantel said to me, “write a play” and I said, I can¿t spell. And he
said, “there are people that will correct your spelling for two dollars an
hour.” So, I sat down at my typewriter and wrote a couple of chapters,
we then gave to a literary agent who said "this is great shit". I said
which w
you¿re kidding¶ So, we took those chapters and sent them out to
nine publishers and eight of them offered to buy it. And so, it was
sort of thrilling.
Steve: I'm very excited for you. I've been a huge admirer of
your work. I think you're a living legend, gay icon, a force to
y
be reckoned with.
b
Harvey: And the best time a sailor can have at port.
H
Steve:(laughing so hard I'm wheezing) So that probably will be
St
on the cover if you don't mind. You know, you make people laugh
and think. I'm reading your story and you use the word "artistic".
an
had to wear glasses in fourth grade because my cornea was
I h
scratched by a piece of glass. For some reason, we didn't get an
scr
eyeglass case with the eyeglasses. We had to go pick out an old
eye
eyeglass case from my grandparents' house. We found an old, very
eye
boring brown eyeglass case my dad had when he was a kid. Then I
borin
UCYKPVJGUCOGFTCYGTCPCYGUQOGƃQTCNGODTQKFGTGFG[GINCUU
UCY
case. It was colorful and had texture and that's the one I fucking
YCPVGF [QW MPQY! 5Q O[ ITCPFOQVJGT KU VJGTG C NKVVNG URKVƂTG
YCPVG
PQVGXGPƂXGHGGVVCNN#PFO[FCFKUVT[KPIVQFKUVTCEVOGHTQOVJG
PQVGX
ƃQTCNECUG/[ITCPFOQVJGTUCKFKHJGYCPVUCƃQTCNG[GINCUUECUG
ƃQTCNE
he can have it. Then she looked at me and I can remember her clear as
h
day saying matter-of-factly “well...he's artistic, and that's okay.” And

that was pretty progressive for a lobsterman's wife off the coast of
Maine in 1974.
Harvey: We actually forget that they grew up with people that were
"artistic" as well¶ They may not have gotten to be openly (laughs) artistic
in their lives, but they knew. There¿s a point in the book where my father
realizes that I¿m gay and he starts telling me about when he was in the
Navy, and there were guys on the ship that were "that way". And the
other guys would go to them when they were out at sea. You know then,
of course, he got very embarrassed and got very scared that his son would
be treated the way they were. It¿s not like he didn¿t know what gay people
were. You know, and he was probably the age of your grandmother. I talk
about writing A Catered Affair. And one of the producers said to me, “the
gay character in that couldn¿t have existed before Stonewall. Gay people
didn¿t live together before Stonewall.” And I said I need to call Gertrude
Stein and talk to her about this. (both laugh) But I had the same wght with
Gore Vidal because he didn’t actually believe in homosexuals as human
beings. He was a very complicated man. The point is that the shock 27

that we exist is just so absurd. Gloria Steinem, who played a big part in
the Bella Bella story. She loves talking about Native Americans and their
society and how they treat women in the matriarchal society and how gay
people are seen as spiritual. They call them people of two spirits...and
drag
dr queens. (sigh) It¿s just how stupid we are
now.
no It¿s just easier to run people if they¿re
homogeneous.
It¿s easier to rule over people
ho
if they¿re all the same. If we put everyone in
one
o box, then we can control those people.
So
S that¿s what religion does. That¿s what
government
is trying to do. That¿s what
g
frightened
people do. Brave people do the
fr
opposite.
Brave people free other people.
o
Brave
people tell you, go wnd yourself.
B
Create
a brave new world. Frightened, weak
C
people like Donald Trump will promise
to
t make America great again. They will
promise you a world that never existed.
They will promise you an old television
series. That¿s the view of frightened people.
Brave, strong people accept that everyone
is different.
Steve: Amen, brother! 1000 percent. Better Last Night is like all great
OGOQKTUKPVJCVKV UCVKOGECRUWNGQHUQEKCNCVVKVWFGUCPFURGEKƂECNN[
in Better Last Night, attitudes about homosexuality, being Jewish,
concentration camp survivors, political and social norms. I think it's
really important for young gay kids and any other group that you're
representing in the book to read this.
Harvey: There is a point in the book that I talk about gay marriage. I went
to a gay pride event. And I saw for the wrst
rst
time this group of people that were there
ere
pushing gay marriage. And I said to myself,
elf,
“What the fuck, you’re wasting your time
me
with marriage¶ We have all these other
er
battles.” You know, we were facing, don¿t
¿t
ask, don¿t tell and conversion therapy and
d
teachers being wred. And I thought, this
is
what the young activists have chosen,
n,
the direction they want to go. So, I
started working for gay marriage. I then
n
realized how right they were because
e
what heterosexuals may have neverr
understood our wght to be in the militaryy
or of the conversion therapy or our battless
against religion putting us down. But theyy
understood us wanting to get married. All of a sudden, we went from
a political movement that was kind of frightening because it had dick
sucking and stuff like that to just being human beings¶ Because of the
wght for gay marriage, we turned into human beings and we won. And that
is how it works. You know, people that you know, you may think of this as
you¿re a revolutionary. But you¿re only a revolutionary for about a minute
and a half, then it’s the next person¿s revolution. You either keep moving
forward or you get stuck. There are certainly people in our movement that
got stuck. I was attacked. I don¿t even bother talking about it in the book.
But I was attacked left and right by gay writers for writing Torch Song.
"Does he want to be a heterosexual¶ He wants to raise children. He wants
to be in a relationship. I am gay and I want gay freedom so I can go out
and fuck anything I want to fuck today. That¿s the revolutiont" Well, for you
it is. For somebody else it may not be.
Steve: Torch Song spoke differently to me. What stuck with me is that
even if your mother wasn't going to accept you, you were happy.
Finding that love within yourself. I think that's a huge lesson for all
people.
Harvey: You know, you try not to judge your own writing. I really didn¿t
28 want to write a celebrity memoir because that¿s not who I am. I was

not a kid who went to the movies and said, I want to be a movie star. As
most celebrity memoirs begin, I never said I wanted to be an actor. I never
said, I want to be a writer. But I am doing all of those things.
I want to talk about Ellen Stewart, who is the head of the LaMama. She
had a philosophy. Always say no. If people ask you to do something you
say no. Then you have time to think about it. If you change your mind and
say yes, then you¿re the greatest person who ever lived. If you stick to your
original decision of saying no, you¿ve already disappointed them and its
over and you¿ve moved on. Which I always found very amusing. But my
philosophy is the opposite, which is always say yes. If you say no, nothing
changes in your life. It only changes if you say yes. Most of the time you
don¿t even think about it. You just say, No, I¿m I reading this chapter. No,
I¿m having lunch now. Or, you know, whatever it is. Yes, it usually means
changing the trajectory of what you¿re doing in little ways or in big ways.
But life doesn¿t change if you say no. It¿s only when you say yes. So, if
my friend Michael hadn¿t said to me, “let¿s go to the basement of this
church and make posters for this theater,” I never would have gotten into
theater. If my friend Ronald didn¿t say go write a play, I never would have
ever tried writing. If that agent didn¿t say to me, you know, write your
memoir. If I just said, oh, I¿d never written and didn¿t do it then the book
wouldn¿t exist. So, if you get anything out of this book, I hope it¿s that
you see that anyone is capable of taking
g their life into their own hands byy
taking on the challenges in front of you.
ou.
Steve: That is so motivating and
nd
encouraging and uplifting. I thank
nk
you for your time today. You are a
lovely human being. I've been a fan
n
forever. Thank you for being a role
e
model for all of us.
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The Reverend Brandan Robertson
Rev. Brandan Robertson is a noted author, pastor, activist, and public theologian
working at the intersections of spirituality, sexuality, and social renewal. He
currently serves as the Lead Pastor of Metanoia Church, a digital progressive,
inclusive faith community. A proliwc writer, he is the author of eight books on
spirituality, justice, and theology, including the INDIES Book of the Year Award
Finalist True Inclusion: Creating Communities of Radical Embrace and the
Amazon best-selling devotional Strength In Faith.
Named by the Human Rights Campaign as one of the top faith-leaders leading
the wght for LGBTQ+ equality, Robertson has worked with political leaders and
activists around the world to end conversion therapy and promote the human
rights of sexual and gender minorities.

The Reverend Brandan Robertson
author of Nighttime Devotional for Teen Boys
interview by The Reverend Canon Dale Grandﬁeld

Dale: Brandan, thank you so much for
fo this time of
conversation. To open, - you knew I’d ask - but how does
queerness - your queerness, your gay identity and lived
experience - speak in the Nighttime Devotional for Teen
Boys?
Brandan: This is one of the areas that I was most intentional
about writing about- I wanted to combat the toxic messages
around sex and sexuality that is taught in most Christian
contexts. So, when I wrote about sexuality, I wanted the teen
to understand that sexuality and gender identity is as diverse
as humanity- that there is no “right” way to be attracted or to
express one¿s gender identity. I also was clear that sex is a gift
from God, and it’s something to be explored without fear, but
within the conwnes of consent, moderation, and self-controlagain, a very rare message to hear in churches. This is the area
I most hear about from parents who read the devotional- they
are thrilled to have a faith-based resource that celebrates
sexuality, understands it in ways that are in alignment with
modern adolescent psychology, and that encourages sexual
ethics that uphold valuing the personhood of oneself and
others above all else.
Dale: I so appreciate your approach to a balanced perspective
HCKVJHWNCHƂTOKPICPFCNUQGPICIGFYKVJUEKGPEG+VJKPM
of the challenges of sexuality and sexual identities in youth.
What might a teen boy coming to awareness of (perhaps
even struggling with, or being forcibly closeted) their
UGZWCNKFGPVKV[ƂPFJGTG!
Brandan: I hope a teen who reads these sections is reassured
that their experience as they develop and grow isn¿t one to
be fearful or ashamed of- but one that reyects God’s creative
design.
Dale: “God’s creative design.” Beautifully said. What
a miraculous thing God’s creativity is. Thank you.
Contemplating God’s goodness and creativity stirs in me a
sense of devotion, indeed…
30

And so, I note that a devotional is an interesting medium,
Brandan - a medium that, as I understand it, really developed
in the history of the Church for encouraging individual and
personal growth in faith and devotion and piety. Speaking
of your teen years in the introduction, you write:
I longed for a resource to help me ground myself in Christ
and keep me encouraged on the road ahead. That is when
I picked up a short devotional book, like this one, that
RTQXKFGFOGURCEGVQTGƃGEVQP)QFoU9QTFGCEJFC[CPF
helped me process everything I was going through from
the perspective of faith.
What is it about the contemporary context and situation of
say, adolescent males - teen boys - that leads you to want
to produce a devotional for them, instead of, for example,
commending the same devotional you yourself read as a
teen?
Brandan: Devotionals are some of the most accessible spiritual
resources out there- they provide brief snippets of wisdom
and guidance to help individuals think about their faith. In my
spiritual life, I have often turned to devotionals that seemed to
speak the concise, encouraging word that I really needed for
guidance and direction. So, over the past two years, I’ve been
thrilled to have the opportunity to get to write a few of themt
This particular one was really important to me because
growing up there were so few resources that existed for teen
boys that articulated Christian faith in a way that engaged
curiosity and questions and that didn’t reinforce cultural ideas
of what it meant to be a “man”, which for me as a gay person,
never wt my own lived experience and therefore made me feel
consistently inadequate and out of alignment with what these
devotionals articulated.
Dale: Ah. Yes - I see that - the conciseness of the devotional’s
EQPVGPV YJKNG KV GPEQWTCIGU RGTUQPCN TGƃGEVKQP CPF
growth in faith. Why teen boys? Because of your own lived
experience?

Brandan: So, I set out to write a devotional book that
encouraged teen boys in the ways that I wasn’t encouraged
and provide them with a version of faith that encouraged
their questions and doubts, that hopefully they won’t have to
unlearn in the future.
Dale: Super cool. Speaking to what you said before - I so
join you in feeling outside that norm of “man” and not being
encouraged in faith in the ways I wish I had. How do you
perceive those days of your youth, reading, contemplating,
and writing in that Devotional as having given you the
grounding in faith you now have? Are there aspects of that
faith and devotional practice you’ve outgrown, or had to
off-board?
Brandan: Totally. Much of the beliefs that I was taught as a teen
in Christian contexts I have had to unlearn because it frankly
was an oversimpliwcation of the truths of the Christian faith
that were simply untrue. I believe young people can handle
the full truth about our world- morally, spiritually, historically,
and scientiwcally- and I believe we should expose them to the
complexity and nuance of our faith- so I really try to include
that in the devotional as well. Even the spiritual practices I was
introduced to are not the practices that lead me today- my
spiritual life has evolved from being a faith rooted in “word
centered exercises” to “silence as spiritual practice”, from
verbal prayers to conscious contemplation and meditation. So,
in this devotional, I try to introduce meditation and other forms
of prayer and spiritual practice to teens that they may not be
exposed to in a typical Sunday School curriculum.
&CNG (CUEKPCVKPI 6JCV GZRCPUKQP QH CPF CORNKƂECVKQP
of perhaps unrecognized spiritual pathways for teens, it
seems to me, could be liberating!
As you know, I’m an Episcopal priest - and the Anglican/
Episcopal way tends to be rather more focused on the
communal than the individual. I admit a Devotional isn’t
a terribly common tool in the way Episcopalians tend to
practice the Christian faith. So, I’m learning from you, even
in that.
For teens who may, especially in a US American context,
be already prone to individualism and “personalized” faith,
and God-and-me (or Jesus-and-me), how do you see this
devotional leading teen boys, for example, to be both
spiritually liberated as well as grounded in deep faith,
connected with healthy-enough, caring-enough Christian
community?
Brandan: This is a great point- evangelicalism, my tradition,
is hyper-individualized and this is often to our detriment.
However, I also believe that any development of faith and
spiritual practices requires rooting in a community of practice as
well as a robust individual engagement with God. I think young
people need to know that they can access the Divine Presence
on their own through practice and be encouraged to commit to
expressing the love of God through Christian community. Time
and time again in the devotional I highlight the importance off
being in relationships with others as a key to our wellbeing and
spiritual maturity- this includes, of course, Church community.
After all, one of the best places to practice spiritual practice
together and reyect deeply on the theological claims of ourr

faith is in community with others of different backgrounds and
worldviews, which is something the Church does marvelously.
So, for me it’s a bothÉand. Robust personal spirituality that is
connected and deeply rooted in communal spirituality.
Dale: Thanks be to God for the both/and! And speaking
of robust spirituality: What do you perceive to be the
qualities of a robust, healthy, thoughtful, and complex (vs.
QXGTUKORNKƂGF  HCKVJ HQT C RGTUQP KP VJCV VGGP DQ[ GTC QH
development?
Brandan: A healthy faith for a teenager is one that both gives
some foundational ethical and spiritual principles for the young
person to stand upon, while also encouraging questioning and
curiosity, so that there is always an openness to changing and
evolving in one¿s beliefs or perspectives. It should be based in
love over fear- young people need to know that diversity is not
something to fear, that God is not judging them or anyone else
on the rightness or wrongness of their religious beliefs, and
therefore, they are willing to try on other perspectives as ways
to expand their own faith. So often, teens are taught that there
is one way to be Christian to the exclusion and demonization
of all other ways- this not only creates tension for the teen
when they encounter friends with other beliefs, but also often
backwres when they become older, and they do evolve to a
more complex worldview and often end up rejecting faith
altogether for its over-simplicity.
Dale: Expansion of faith. Complexity of worldviews. I hope
this makes those reading this conversation want to pick up
a copy of the Nighttime Devotional for themselves, even if
they’re not a teen boy! With that in mind, at risk of asking
you to over-simplify, but in service of synthesizing these
thoughts, what’s an essential message that you want teen
boys, and the readers of the Lehigh Valley Gay Journal to
hear from you and your Nighttime Devotional?
Brandan: I want young men to know that being a person of
faith does not need to be in opposition to honest questioning,
curiosity-driven learning, authentic self-expression, and
supporting their diverse friends. (religiously, sexuality and
gender-wise, politically etc.) It really is that simple.
6JG 4GXGTGPF %CPQP &CNG )TCPFƂGNF
(he/him/él) Gay. EpiscopalÉAnglican
priest, co-laboring with the faithful of
the Episcopal Cathedral Church of the
Nativity, South Bethlehem, as Canon
Missioner (“Canon” refers to a priest who
is in residence at a Cathedral - folks call
me FatherÉPadre Dale or Canon Dale or
Dale). Serves on the House of Deputies
Committee on the State of the QEpiscopalR
Church, and co-chairs the Task Force
for Racial ustice and Reconciliation of
The Episcopal Diocese of Bethlehem. 2005 B.A. graduate of
Moravian University. 2016 M.Div. graduate of the Episcopal
seminary at The University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee.
Lover of people. Deeply connected to HispanicÉLatin people,
culture - poetryt - and el espaol. Seeker of justice and equity
and full-inclusivity. Finds rejuvenation in Beauty: Western Art
“Classical” Music, visual Art, architecture, antiques, and a good
dinner party. Married to beloved Brad. Three cats.
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Like many people, I enjoy traveling. I have been to 29
international locations, some numerous times. After over a year
of sheltering in place and the newer Delta variant taking grasp
of our lives, I was determined to restart my international travels
and decided to join a friend and travel to four countries: Spain,
France, Italy, and Greece. I have been to these destinations
before so the trip needed to be different. Museums and the
traditional tourist spots were going to be skipped to avoid the
crowds and feel safer during my travels. I took planes, trains,
automobiles and ferries. Many travelers were respectful of
covid guidelines by wearing masks, getting vaccinated and
maintaining physical distance when possible. Our itinerary:
I arrived in Barcelona and met my friend at his hotel. We walked
around downtown stopping in a few clothing stores. Once the
crowds started to build we headed out to Sitges, a wonderful
beach town 30 minutes outside of Barcelona. The crowds
were dewnitely less than when I traveled here a few years
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prior. Sitges has many tight alleys that meander throughout
the town. It was getting warm, so we decided to head over
to the clothing optional beach, Playa de Las Balmins, that is
tucked in town near a cove. This beach was the wrst ever gay
nude beach in Europe--dating back to the 1930’s. It¿s a hike but
totally worth the tript Later that wrst night we sat in the square
having drinks, chatting and people watching.
We spent the wrst half of the next day exploring the restaurants
and shops in Sitges. With the afternoon sun baking down on
us, we decided to do the centrally located beach and it was
dewnitely worth itt The visitors to this beach were welcoming
and friendly. Again, at night we sat in the square with our
favorite drink, Aperol Spritz. (Ed Note: Try saying Aperol Spritz
after you¿ve had 5 of them.)
For our last day in Sitges, we decided to return to Playa del
Muerto. (Ed note: Of course you returned there. It¿s clothing
optional. No brainer.)
After a few cappuccinos the next morning, we hopped
a yight to Nice, France. A friend from California who has a
house in Italy picked us up and we were off to Monte Carlo,
Monaco. Monte Carlo is home to the Casino de Monte Carlo.
Numerous Bond wlms have showcased this ornate gambling
house. Many wealthy individuals with automobiles that you
only see in magazines drive around the area. (Ed note: Not
the magazine these people are reading.) At night, we decided
to head back into Nice for dinner and some nightlife. All
restaurants were outdoor dining with a delicious array of food
and drinks. We decided to check out The Eagle, a gay bar
chain with locations around the globe. We wanted to compare
the domestic Eagle to the International Eagle Bar. Although

The next day, Paros, Greece, was my favorite location of this
2021 European adventure. The sun, the atmosphere, the food,
the drinks, the location were all spectaculart So many gorgeous
ment (Ed Note: Waitt You¿re gay¶) Paros has beautiful beaches
for every appetitet The nightlife was fun and engagingt
The last full day of vacation. Reserve your scooters ahead
of timet Since we traveled during a Greek holiday, Dormition
of the Mother of God, many Greek and foreign citizens were
also traveling. Rentals were extremely limited but fortunately
the bus transportation was reliable.
After 2 weeks, unfortunately, we had to head home. Paros
to Athens and then to Newark. (Ed note: Ahhh, Newark. The
Paros of the United States.)

Brent and Douglas in Peros, Greece.

smaller than the NYC Eagle, it was dewnitely cleanert Many
locals were willing to mix in and try to communicate as much
as possible with us. (Ed note: Communicate¶ Hmmm...)
After a few hours rest at our AirBnB in Monaco we headed
by car to Portowno, Italy. We rented a boat in the village
and enjoyed a day on the Mediterranean Sea. Snorkeling,
tendering to a local village restaurant, and relaxing were just
some of the highlights of the dayt After the sun-soaked day we
returned the boat and some award-winning taste of gelato to
cool down. Later we headed north to the Alba region, where
my friend from California has a home.
We spent the next day exploring the beautiful and quaint
Alba countryside famous for its white trufyes. That evening, we
boarded a train to Milan.
The next day was spent enjoying the Hop OnÉHop Off bus
tour of Milan, the famous fashion and wnancial center for Italy.
Early the next morning we yew from Milan to Santorini,
Greece. Santorini is a beautiful Greek Isle known for its
white buildings and white with blue-roofed churches. The
sunsets and daily views are amazing and the nightlife fun and
invigoratingt We met up with another friend, who resides in
Athens.
Cut to the next day of this amazing race. Though the
beaches are not ideal, the buildings, views, scenery, shops,
and restaurants are out of this world. Our hotel was wrst rate
with the pool being steps away from our room. Today, at
“our private pool”, we were introduced to a couple of guys
from Amsterdam. They were funny and engaging and had
the same itinerary as we did for remainder of our trip. So,
we arranged to spend as much time as we could with them.
Eleven days in, we boarded a ferry that traveled from
Santorini to numerous other islands including Mykonos that
ended in Paros.

Brent Haley truly is an international man
of mystery. He has traveled to over 30
countries, enjoying hot temperatures
and the even hotter gay nightlife
that many of them have to offer.
The mystery part of this man is
how he is able to travel so often
and still maintain his status of
Best Dad Ever to his three kids. He
loves to laughÆ especially at himself,
and will eat your leftovers, but would
never consider buying a used vehicle. His desire to travel is
complimented by his partner¿s recreational gambling habitsÆ
which, are notable enough to receive comped trips to Saudi
Arabia and Alaska in 2022.

Brent and Abel in Monte Carlo.
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I take great PRIDE
in helping EVERYONE
find a place to call HOME

Robert V. Ritter

SRS, ABR, CMRS, SFR, Executive’s Club

Realtor® / Assistant Manager
o: 610-395-4500
c: 610-462-4727
rritter@weichert.com
www.BuyAndSellWithRobRitter.com

4124 W Tilghman Street
Allentown, PA 18014

Mark B. Stanziola, Esq.
Attorney at Law

GARDNER LAW OFFICE
740 Main Street | Bethlehem, PA 18018
mstanziola@gardnerlawyers.com

610.866.9529
About:
Providing legal services to the LGBT community for over 25 years.
Board Member and Ofﬁcer of Pride GLV, Member of LGBT Business
Council and Founding Contributor of Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT
Community Center. As a gay man, Mark has ﬁrst-hand knowledge
of the challenges that face the LGBT community. He lives in the
Lehigh Valley with his husband and son.

Services Provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre & Post Nuptial Agreements
Partition of Property & Equity Actions
Divorce
Custody
Child & Spousal Support
Child Custody & Visitation
Wills, Powers of Attorney & Living Wills
Adoption & Assisted Reproductive Technology Law
Name Changes
General LGBT Legal Issues
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Stephen Libby: As a fan of comic
books from the age of 4, I was so
GZEKVGFVQƂPF)C[%QOKZLWUVCEQWRNGQH
years after I came out in the early 1980's. Can
you give us a brief history of how GC started and your roles in it
throughout its run?
Robert Triptow: I was a writer for the gay press -- I drew comix, but
never considered it as more than a hobby -- and I knew all about the
underground comix scene, which was winding down by 1980. Kitchen
Sink Press had been a socially conscious publisher of "underground
comix" who was aware that taboo-breaking themes were getting
old. Denis Kitchen, a straight man, decided to try a comic for the
gay community, not realizing he was creating the wrst LGBQT+
humor publication in history. Howard Cruse was asked to edit, which
meant coming out of the closet publicly and professionally. He took
that chance, which changed his life. He sent out a letter asking for
contributions which has become a sort of Magna Carta of LGBQT+
cartooning. The series was sold by comics-publishing Kitchen Sink to
Bob Ross, the publisher of the San Francisco weekly newspaper The
Bay Area Reporter, after issue 5.
Howard Cruse edited the wrst four issues of Gay Comix, which
pioneered personal storytelling and spoke out on political and social
issues and to a degree on AIDS, which was just on the horizon. I
edited issues 5 through 13, shifting the emphasis to satire of the "gay
community" itself, trying to provide humor during the darkest years
of the AIDS epidemic. Andy Mangels edited the newly retitled Gay
Comics from issues 14 to 25, anticipating the more mainstream
direction that LGBQT culture itself would take.
Andy Mangels: Dated September 1980 but released a few months
prior, Kitchen Sink published the wrst issue of Gay Comix, edited by
Howard Cruse. Every other summer, my mother would drive with me
down to Long Beach, California from Bigfork, Montana. I believe that
it was summer 1980 that on our trip, I was allowed to go to Hi De
Ho Comics in Santa Monica. I was 13 and a super-closeted gay boy
who had never met another gay person. To my surprise, I saw the wrst
issue on a stand there at the store. I was too scared to touch it, but I
saw it, and that made
all the difference.
After I came out
in 1987, I searched
out
gay
comic
material,
wnding
very little. I came
to learn the history
of Gay ComixÆ how
Howard Cruse and Robert
Denis Kitchen had
wanted to publish
Triptow on the air at KPFA in
a book, and how
Berkeley, August 6, 1986.
Howard Cruse was

the wrst person brave enough to edit it. With issue #5, Robert Triptow
became the editor, and with issue #6, Bob Ross became the publisher.
I worked at a comic store and was able to track down all of the issues,
as well as what few others there were on the market.
By 1988, I was writing regularly for comic newsmagazine Amazing
Heroes, published by Fantagraphics. I proposed to them a huge
article, called "Out of the Closet and Into the Comics: Gays in Comics:
The Creations and the Creators," interviewing about 30 different
writers, artists, editors, and publishers about the state of gays in the
industry. No creator who had done "mainstream" comics would come
out, and everyone used pseudonymsÆ Gay Comix was considered an
"underground" more adult-oriented book, not a mainstream color
comic. The article ran in two parts in Amazing Heroes #143-144 (uneuly 1988) and is available to read via PDF on my website. At the end
of it, I came out, the wrst openly gay mainstream professional.
That summer, I also proposed to San Diego Comic-Con to do
a "Gays In Comics" panel for them. Though I was a newcomer to
them, and nobody knew how many would attend, they said yes, but
scheduled it in a theatre attached to the convention center. That wrst
panel was a bombshell and was one of the best-attended panels of the
convention. Everybody was talking about the article and the panel. I
quickly became known as the "gay guy of comics," and found myself
on a road to promote not only the advancement of queer characters,
but also LGBTQ creators who were now slowly beginning to emerge.
Early in 1991, publisher Bob Ross approached me about editing
Gay Comics, as Robert Triptow and he were having difwculties. I had
already proposed a new queer anthology to several publishers, with
no luck, so eventually we agreed on terms. My intent with the series
was to create multiple changes: 1) the material would be completely
gender-balanced, half by male-identiwed creators, half by femaleidentiwedÆ 2) creators would get better rates, one for new material,
and a lesser one for reprints of existing material (mostly strips for gay
newspapers)Æ 3) I would move the book more into the mainstream
comic world, changing the name to Gay Comics, inviting gay-friendly
comic stars to contribute, and soliciting to every comic book store
in the world through various distributors. Like my predecessors, I
planned to occasionally use heterosexual creators if I thought they
could make sales rise, and I also made a concentrated effort to feature
work by non-white creators and the emerging trans creators on the
market.
By 1998, Gay Comics closed with issue #25 (having also published
a stand-alone Special), with four issues edited by Howard, nine issues
edited by Robert, and thirteen issues edited by me. Later issues won
awards, and inspired Alison Bechdel to create her stunning Fun Home
book. Many creators found a place for their voice. And during this, I
had continued to be an out gay presence in the industry, continuing
the now-yearly Gays In Comics" panel Qthe virtual 35th year panel was
in 2021R, and co-founding PRISM Comics, the non-prowt group that
supports LGBTQ+ creators, characters, and publishers.
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SL: How did you
S
ƂPFEJQQUG
IC[
Ƃ
artists?
Was
a
anything
off limits/
a
taboo?
t
RT:
R I took over the
editorship
from
e
Howard
in late 1984,
H
and he sent me a
list of cartoonists
and some of their
early submissions
and ideas for the
next issue. A few
of them lived in
the San Francisco
area, and a couple
of them became
really
good
friends. I hadn¿t
known any gay
cartoonists before
that, although I¿d
been involved in
gay journalism for
years, where I¿d
seen the work of Donelan and T.O. Sylvester, so I reached
out to them. (In fact, in 1977-78 I was assistant to David Goodstein,
publisher of The Advocate, and I was asked to evaluate the wrst
Donelan cartoons there.) I was a fan of the hippie undergrounds but
personally had met only a handful of late coming freak cartoonists like
Dori Seda and Kalynn Campbell, who did the cover of issue eight. I
knew more newspaper folks and non-cartooning graphic artists, like
my friend Peter Keane, who I got to do the cover of issue ten because
it was a parody of those big-eyed Keane paintings.
I was very lucky that Tim Barela submitted his wrst work to us just as I
began editing. He was the wrst of the gay cartoonists to approach me,
and by far the best. I was luckier to inherit contributors who reliably
submitted good work for little pay. We were so hungry for material
after Bob Ross increased the publishing schedule that anybody good
got in. Especially woment We were desperate for female contributors.
Mostly the editorial policy, if any, was to use the best work on-hand
with almost complete freedom for self-expression. Within limits... My
only policy was no graphic sex scenes unless they were germane to
the story -- because the community was stereotyped as being sexobsessive -- and we were proud of not being just another gay porn
magazine.
The only cartoon I ever rejected for content was one with overt
NAMBLA overtones. Normally the most I did was dispense editorial
advice. For instance, I asked ennifer Camper to change a story that
concluded with a male sexist being castrated, although the worst
thing he did in the strip was to come on too strong... en changed
him to an actual rapist which made it acceptable.
AM: During my eight-year run on the series, wnding material was not
a problem. I relied not only on creators that Howard and Robert had
used, but also creators who sent samples in to the Bay Area Reporter,
Bob Ross¿s newspaper. And I followed as many G&L (the only two
letters used at the time) newspapers as I could and watched for their
cartoonists. Once I had put out some issues, and it became known I
was open to newcomers, and was especially seeking more women,
people of color, and trans creators, I started to get a lot of submissions.
I could have done the book monthly if the sales had been there.
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I had a policy of "No Nudity" because I was wrm that we were
NOT an adult comic. This was an important distinction because the
distributor catalogues all sequestered the adult comics into the back
and gave them no promotion. By mainstreaming the book, I got the
book regular spotlights in distributor catalogues, and even got a
donated inside cover ad in Spawn, which, at that point, was the #1
comic on the markett And stores were able to sell Gay Comics with
the rest of their books if they wanted toÆ most chose to display them
with more adult-skewing books anyhow. Sales on the comic went
signiwcantly higher, justifying my requirement that creators be paid
better.
SL: What was the initial response to GC? From the gay community?
In the media? Within your own circles?
RT: Well, MY response to the wrst issue was terriwc, but I had to
wsh it out of the editor¿s trashcan at the San Francisco Sentinel and
persuade him to let me review it. I gussied it up with graphics gotten
from Howard Cruse (that¿s how I got to know him) and made it a fullpage review to call the community¿s attention to Gay Comix. I knew it
was historic in its little way, but I was a comix fan. It was just cartooning
to the rest of the world, and underground cartooning at that. This
was a few years before the concept of graphic novels and cartooning
for mature audiences, before superhero movies, even before the
appearance of gay characters in non-sexualized contexts, and long
before the notion of stable same-sex unions and families. In the public
eye, we were a hippie underground comic for society¿s degenerates.
And, during my editorship, the community was thoroughly sidelined
and decimated by the AIDS epidemic, so cartooning seemed more
than frivolous. Gay Comix and its creators didn¿t exactly get a ton of
respect except from other cartoonists. Other cartoonists were great
because, I¿m convinced, they¿re trendsetters and ahead of the curve.
(Or so we tell ourselves at 4 a.m. when pulling an all-nighter to meet
a deadline.)
AM: As I was reintroducing the series to the larger comic market, it
was quite a range of responses. Some comic stores refused to carry it,
while others did, and discovered that they had a gay audience. The
very existence and new publicity for the title inspired more creators
to come out. And
the
nd
nd
the dialogues
dia
di
allog
gue
ues I
had begun in 1988
88
with
my
article
cclle
and
continuing
ng
g
Comic-Con panels,
llss,
meant that more
re
straight
creators
rs
were considering
ng
g
how and when
en
n
to utilize queer
er
er
characters. Seeing
g
Gay Comics on
n
the comic store
e
stands
helped
d
to
normalize
e
the concept forr
readers... just the
e
same way it had
d
for me when I
saw the wrst issue
back in 1980t
Oddly, the
comic
book
community was
more welcoming
than the gay

community. It was nearly impossible to get press in gay newspapers,
possibly due to the connection to Bay Area Reporter, but also because
many of the gays in publishing were snooty about comics as being
"beneath them." While I was doing Gay Comics, Winston Leyland
was releasing volumes of a gay male erotic anthology series called
MeatMen that did at least let gay bookstores know that comics would
sell, but those books were porn and had a much higher price point and
thus revenue. Robert edited a paperback collection of Gay Comics
for New American Library in 1989Æ that got a bit more press than the
comic. I did a local public access queer show called NightSceneÆ the
hosts treated Gay Comics as if we were telling Archie or Casper stories.
In the comic book creator community, Gay Comics itself was
acceptedÆ I, myself, found a lot of stumbling blocks in my career from
editors who would wnd every reason
possible not to hire "the gay guy"
though.
SL: How valuable is my Gay Comix
#1? Can I retire?
RT: Like all comics collectibles, that
issue of Gay Comix 1 has become
artiwcially inyated in value, and it¿s
always an effort to cash in. If you
wgure out how, tell me. I have a
huge comic book collection in deep
storage in Utah because I don¿t know
what to do with it.
You can retire only if you do what I
did, which was to withdraw from the
publishing grind and put my efforts
into something that makes money,
I guess. I inadvertently became a
house-yipper because we moved a
lot, and I¿m gay and good at wxing
places up. Now I own a house in
Hawaii, whereas at the end of my
involvement with full-time cartooning
I was impoverished. This fact of my
life surprises me every single day. No
shit.
AM: Which printing do you have¶
There were multiple printings. Either
way, Gay Comix #1 can sell online
for f10-40. Robert¿s paperback of
Gay Comics actually sells better at
around f50.
SL: Tell us about The Complete Gay Comix two- volume box set
project with Fantagraphics due in 2022.
RT: Readers have been asking me about a collected Gay ComixÉGay
Comics ever since Fantagraphics put out The Complete Zap. The calls
grew louder when they put out The Complete Wimmen¿s Comix, which
shared a fair number of contributors with Gay Comix. I was somewhat
loathe to get it going because, frankly, I don¿t like to dwell on the
tragic 1980s, the AIDS period, a dark and cruel era, a time of massive
personal loss for every gay man my age. I wgured Howard Cruse and
Andy Mangels were capable of pulling a collection together, so I was
the stuck wheel on the shopping cart. And then Howard Cruse died,
which threw me, I¿d just assumed he¿d become a member of the "I
had cancer" club with me and Trina Robbins and a number of others.
Last spring, I was busily suppressing my emotions when I was asked to
do an interview just like this one about Gay Comix, and I didn¿t handle
it well. I remember complaining that it was silly to dwell on something
I did more than 30 years ago. But in a yash, I realized I was being

stupid and negative to ignore my involvement with Gay Comix. It was
the best thing I did during a time of social and medical disease, in the
face of oppressive politics, when the alternative might have been to
sink into despair. ust like now.
I surprised Andy Mangels with a complete turnaround in my
attitude toward Gay ComixÉGay Comics, and we proposed it to
Fantagraphics, who said yes. They published my graphic novel Class
Photo a few years ago, and it was a great experience working with
them. They¿re the best publishers I can imagine for our collection.
But there¿s a lot of work. The Complete Gay ComixÉGay Comics will
be two volumes totaling over 1,000 pages. We¿re still just lining
everything up contractually at the moment because of the number of
people involved, over 100 contributors. Meanwhile, I¿ve been raiding
my cache of production materials
and have about a wfth of the
compilation ready for the presses....
Please don¿t anyone distract me for
the next couple of months...t
AM: For years, there was talk
amongst Howard Cruse, Robert
Triptow, and myself about doing
"something" with the series, and
how to really look at its legacy. There
is far too much astonishing material
in it to be lost to personal collections
only. The three of us were special
guests at — and reunited with
Denis Kitchen — the wrst Queers
& Comics Conference at CUNY
Graduate Center, in New York City
in 2015. With the release of The
Complete Weirdo, The Complete
Wimmen¿s Comix, and other similar
collections, it seemed as if the time
was right for us to do something.
And then, Howard Cruse passed
away, on November 26, 2019.
Robert and I eventually gathered our
wounded souls and put scans of all
of the pages together. Everything
that Gay ComixÉGay Comics had
produced was 1166 pagest We went
to Fantagraphics, the published of
some of the other Complete books,
and they immediately said they were
interested. Now, we are in the laborious part, tracking down all the
original creators, scanning original art when possible, wxing some
glitches, etc.
The intent is to publish this as a boxed set called The Complete
Gay ComixÉComics, with two large volumes. The wrst would be the 15
issues of Gay Comix (14 plus the Special), edited by Howard, Robert
and I, while the second volume would be the 11 issues of Gay Comics,
all edited by me. Each volume will also include historical artifacts,
photos, unseen material, etc.
With any luck — and a lot of work from Robert and I — this will be
the boxed set that every comic loving LGBTQ+ and allies will want for
their holidays at the end of 2022.
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Brandon Black
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Stephen Libby: Congratulations on Tyler Perry's A Madea is like an “Actor Wakanda.” There’s a White House replica to scale, a
Homecoming! Tell us about your character, Tim and why his gym, a house that looks like a different house on each side so you can
wlm different exteriors. I couldn’t believe it.
journey is so important.
Brandon Black: Thank youtt I’m very excited for everyone to see itt My This movie was so fun to make because of this whole cast. Ms. Cassi
character, Tim, has a lot going on. He’s about to graduate valedictorian Davis who plays Aunt Bam was SO funny at all hours of the day and
night. There were many nights
so he’s got this speech he’s been
we went home talking about
stressing over but he’s also got a
her. I was fortunate to live in
drama wlled family gathering to
the same apartment complex
attendoall while trying to wgure
as most of the cast so we would
out how to tell them something
hang after shooting for the day
he’s very nervous to reveal. Tim’s
and work on our scenes for the
journey is about owning who
next day. Isha Blaaker plays my
you are no matter what. It’s
best friend in the movie, and
about feeling the fear and doing
we bonded right away over our
it anyway which is something
excitement and nervousness for
I live by. Tim has NO idea how
our wrst ever feature wlm. We
his family is going to react but
leaned on each other the same
there are four generations there,
way Tim and Davi do in the
some conservative, most heavily
movie. Candace Maxwell, who
involved in churcho I mean I get
plays aunt in the movie quickly
why he’s scared. I was scared
became my soulmate. One of
too. I got my mom drunk before
those people where you’re able
I came out to her. You’ll have to
to wnish each other’s sentences
watch and see how it goes for
and are always in the same place
Tim but me and my mom are
in life when you catch up. Tyler
closer than ever.
Perry was so impressive. He
SL: How does it feel to be the
plays Madea and Uncle oe,
ƂTUV QRGPN[ IC[ EJCTCEVGT KP
as well as wrote and directed
Madea history?
the movie. He will be talking
BB: I am very proud to join the
in Madea’s voice in a scene –
“Madea Cinematic Universe”
cameras rolling – and switch to
in this way. What an entrance,
Tyler’s voice to direct his crew to
right¶ I’ve evolved so much to
move cameras around, move a
even be in this position. This is
light or whatever – and then go
my wrst gay role, and this is also
back to Madea’s voice, right in
my wrst time talking about my
Photographer: JSquared Photography the middle of the scene where
own sexuality as it relates to my
Groomer: Red we left off. You must stay present
work. I’ve been out for a long
Stylist: Jamar Hart to hang with himt He is one of
time now, but I used to try and
a kind and I’m so glad I got to
keep some sort of ambiguous
work with such a unique wgure in
front up about my personal life.
Control is the last thing an actor ever has, and I had to wnally accept the business.
that and release some of my grip and see where it takes me. I am so SL: What made you decide on a career in acting? What actors/
excited for this wave that I see coming. There is a swell of Black gay actresses inspire you and why?
actors coming through right now. A lot of them are my friends. Leads BB: Well, you’re catching me after quite an intense episode of Euphoria
of TV shows, wlms, hosting podcasts everythingt I feel like I booked in season 2. I have to say, Zendaya is so inspiring to watch. She reminds
me of ennifer Lawrence in the way that her performance is unrewned.
this at the perfect time to be included in this new class.
5.9JCVKUKVNKMGYQTMKPIQPC6[NGT2GTT[ƂNOUGV!%CP[QWUJCTG It doesn’t feel like a presentation. In fact, it feels like I shouldn’t be
what it was like to work with Tyler and the many other talented watching because I’m being nosy as this person completely falls apart.
She’s so good. I’m lucky to have already worked with her. Another
actors.
BB: Working on a Tyler Perry wlm set is completely unreal. It really actor who I’m excited for right now is Coleman Domingo. Yes, I know,
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ride 'em cowboy

Life is Better on the Ranch in ES Collection USA
U
by Tyler Wynn

The new spring line from ES Collection USA is out now and its message is clear: it is time to hit
h the hay,
ya’ll.
Add some giddy-up to your underwear drawer this season with eco
eco-conscience,
conscience, exquisitely pe
perfecterfecterfect
wtting
w
i stretch briefs, thongs, bikinis and jocks. All items are made with recycled fabric built fro
from
om plastic
residues found in the Mediterranean. Production is done in one factory to eliminate unnecessary
unnecesssary
emissions from travel.
Photographer Carlos Campos shot the Cowboys campaign in Las Vegas with models Darrien, Alvaro and
Ken. The entire collection is available now at ESCollectionUSA.com.
Ken, Darrien and Alvaro are the red bandana posse in their ES CollectionUSA’s recycled rib
thongs. Ken wears green, Darrien black and Alvaro is in blue. f31 each at
ESCollectionUSA.com
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Civic Theatre Update
by William Sanders

“Signiwcant Other” is a realistic ride portraying
modern, young, urban, gay love at its lonely
best. On this journey we laugh and commiserate
with ordan and his friends, as well as enjoy the
scenery along the way which includes some
beautiful men. Look for pictures to comeo Pretty
boys and funny girls what more could you want¶

Since 1992 with “The Normal Heart”, we at Civic
Theatre have brought more than 25 LGBTQ
written or themed productions to the 19th Street
Theatre in Allentown. This spring, three more are
coming to the Lehigh Valley. The Tony winning
musical adaptation of Alice Walker’s seminal “The
Color Purple”, followed by oshua Harmon’s And wnallyo. How many of you knew that the
Broadway comedy, “Signiwcant Other”, and wrst onstage kiss between two women on stage
occurred nearly 100 years ago in 1923. The play,
Paula Vogel¼s award-winning “Indecent”.
“God Of Vengeance”, wrst performed in Berlin
Most everyone is familiar with the epic and in 1907 and subsequently all across Europe
beautiful musical, “The Color Purple” and at press in Yiddish came to America in 1922. As it had
time you might still have a few performances for years all over Europe, the company made
left to catch this marvelous cast in a stunning a sensation with its English translation in the
production directed by Fredi Walker-Browne. Village at the Provincetown Playhouse. When
the production moved uptown to Broadway, the
Fredi, who played
kiss was cut and more
oanne in the original
than that oPolice
production of “Rent”
shut the theater down
is a friend of a friend
and the cast and crew
and
SOMETIMES
were arrested for
the stars align. “The
“indecency”. Written
Color Purple” has
by the brilliant queer
been critically praised
playwright
Paula
as "heart-capturing,
Vogel this Lehigh
uplifting, vibrant and
Valley premier is
profoundly moving."
about that journey.
One of my favorite
This sweeping play
musicals of all time,
is smart, historic,
a book that changed
wlled with beautiful
my life, I can’t match
music and is very
the thrill of being able
often comic. As its
to produce this in our
Broadway
director,
town.
Rebecca Taichman,
said when she won
“Signiwcant Other”
the Tony for her
by gay playwright
direction, “this is a
oshua Harmon is
story about love in
another Lehigh Valley
perilous times and
premier directed by
about
speaking
out
and
making
art when one is
my yawless colleague, Will Morris. The cast,
even at wrst readthrough of this hilarious and at great danger.”
touching play about wnding andÉor lacking
love, was perfection. “Signiwcant Other” follows I hope you have the opportunity to join us for all
ordan, a single, young professional with a close of these remarkable plays. It is our pleasure and
group of female friends who slowly drift away as privilege to produce them.
they each get married while he searches for his
CivicTheatre.com
40 own “Mr. Right.” As intelligent as it is funny,

Fine Art Galleries

Fine Art Galleries

Trans Stories Project
by Eastern PA Trans Equity Project
Exhibit: February 1 - March 25
Artist Reception: March 17 6-8 p.m.
The Fine Art Galleries at
Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center
522 West Maple Street
at Bayard Rustin Way
Allentown, PA 18101
Masks and proof of vaccination required

Sponsored by:

Mary Lisicky from

bradburysullivancenter.org

YOUR PASSIONS ARE
RE
WHAT FUEL US TO
KEEP INNOVATING
We’ve been a part of your community for years providing reliable
Internet, TV, and phone services and 24/7 customer
mer support. We’re
evolving to better serve you, your passions, your work,
ork, your life. We’re
evolving so that you can connect to a world of astounding
unding possibilities.

Introducing Astound Broadband powered
ered by RCN.

1.800.4.ASTOUND | astound.com
und.com
Observed speeds may vary based on device connection & other factors outside of Astound Broadband’s control. Modem required for internet service. Visit
www.astound.com/official-notice for additional terms and conditions. Other restrictions may apply. ©2022 RCN Telecom Services (Lehigh)
high) LLC. All rights reserved. 3359AST
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Peter Staley
Interview by Stephen Libby
Photo by Emil Cohen

*iÌiÀ -Ì>iÞ Ü>Ã i v Þ wÀÃÌ >`ÕÌ VÀÕÃ iÃ° i Ü>Ã Ì i Ü i
«>V>}i°/ iÃÕ«iÀÌi}iÌ]wiÀVič /1*>VÌÛÃÌÌ >ÌÜ>ÃÌ
afraid to put himself out there. (I mean he was going to die from
AIDS, right? What did he have to lose?) If that didn't make him sexy
enough, he was and is handsome as hell. I wanted to f*ck him and
I wanted to be him. A few weeks ago I was fortunate to be able to
Ã >ÀiÌ ÀÌÞÕÌiÃÜÌ *iÌiÀvÀÌ ÃÌiÀÛiÜ°i >Ã`i> >`
this super huge boner for him. Let's just keep it between us. Thanks!
Stephen Libby: How are you, Peter Staley?
Peter Staley: I¿m OK, got a little snow coming down.
SL: Yeah, it was coming down pretty steady earlier. Thank you for
taking some time to discuss your book, Never Silent. It came out
last fall. How is it doing?
PS: I¿m very pleased with what readers think. 90 percent of the reviews
give it wve stars, which is pretty incredible.
SL: That is pretty incredible. Congratulations! You were roughly
VYGPV[UGXGPYJGP[QWƂTUVCVVGPFGFCP#EV7ROGGVKPI
PS: I was twenty-six. I found out I was HIV positive when I was 24.
SL: What was going on in your life prior to that moment?
PS: After college, I moved to New York, and I was working for Morgan
Guarantee. And I became a US government bond trader, which were
at that time kind of the kings of Wall Street. Back during the days of
Solomon Brothers and interest rates at 21 percent. Crazy times.
SL: What made you want to get involved with Act Up?
PS: Very selwsh reasons. It was because I got a surprising diagnosis
at the age of twenty-four. That I had AIDS related complex. It came
out of left weld, and I just really hadn¿t thought it through as a young
20-something, which is very typical for the younger generations, they
are risk averse and not very aware of the risks. That compounded with
the fact that HIV AIDS was little talked about because of our politicians
ignoring it. Everyone from Reagan down to Ed Koch, the mayor of
New York, really didn¿t sound any alarms at all. So, when I arrived in
New York City in eighty three, there were no warning signs. And it was
already two years into the crisis, which is absolutely crazy.
SL: Then you become this voice with the other founders of Act Up.
I remember you being on the news, and no one knew if you guys
were really good guys or bad guys. Gay guys all knew you were
great guys, and you were our heroes because you're out there
and you're saying the words that need to be said because no one
else is saying them. You're taking the action that needs to be
taken because no one else is taking it and you're forcing people
VQJCXGVJGUGEQPXGTUCVKQPU#PF+TGOGODGT[QWURGEKƂECNN[CPF
vividly. I'm three years younger than you, and I remember you
were one of the faces of Act Up and aids at the time.
PS: Yeah, I became one of the spokespersons of the group, one of
the poster boys as it were. For a couple of reasons, I think. One...well
there was a year where I was still working on Wall Street and trying to
stay closeted about my HIV status to protect my career. So, I became
head of fundraising and worked behind the scenes pretty much. But
then when my CD-4 count crashed, I wnally threw in the towel on
trying to maintain my former life. And I went on disability. In my mind,
it was all-in at that point with the activism I was just going to come out
to the world, I wasn¿t going to be ashamed of it. And I was just going
to buy whatever time I could within the movement. And believe it or
not, there weren¿t a whole lot of HIV positive members of Act Up who
were willing to go on national TV, given the stigma. There was
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at least a dozen of us.
The media committee
would riye through us,
you know, as we get
requests, because the
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the media committee had
limited pool to draw from. And they started
trying all of this out, and then they would watch how we would do.
And if you were good with the soundbites, if you didn¿t seem nervous,
if you¿re comfortable on camera, blah, blah, blah. Then the media
committee would use you more and more. I¿ve often joked I was
a media whore. But that¿s not to imply that I went out and hustled
for coverage or threw myself in front of the camera. I remember it
very differently. I remember being kind of thrown by others in front
of the camera. Again and again, as they were happy with what I was
doing. It¿s a hard position to be in, to be a movement spokesperson,
especially with a self-proclaimed, leaderless movement, you have
got to be very careful. You¿ve got to really promote the movement¿s
messages. And not make a mistake or you will get blamed. And you
know, if you do it well, you get used again and again and you know,
we¿re supposed to be a leaderless movement and now the public is
perceiving a few of its members as its leaders. We¿re not, we¿re just
good spokespeople. And that creates jealousies, and it puts kind of a
target on your back.
SL: What was your family thinking at this time with all of your
media coverage and leaving your Wall Street job?
PS: They were just very frightened that I¿d lose the battle. We all
were. I tried to keep my prospect of death... I very intentionally didn¿t
dwell on it. I was very good at compartmentalizing things in my head,
and I knew that thinking about death was just going to make things
worse. I compartmentalized it quite well, but intellectually, I knew
that I was always, in the worst-case scenario, about two years away
from death. Worst case. But if I could keep my CD-4s high enough, I
could keep that two-year buffer always in front of me. But they were
worried, and you know, to their credit, I think they were proud that I
was wghting so hard and they kind of joined me on this wild activist¿s
ride as cheerleaders, including my Republican father who was CEO of
a chemical company. With a very Republican board of directors, I¿m
sure there were plenty of homophobes among them. I¿m sure there
was some stuff whispered under their breath about their CEO¿s son,
who was on the national news now. But if he heard shit, he never
let me hear about it and he just was there for me. I could talk about
the Act Up strategy with my dad. You know, when I started targeting
pharmaceutical companies, I could say, "Well, what do you think
their CEO will think if I do this¶" Because he¿s a CEO of a chemical
company and this is not a whole lot of difference between the CEO of
a chemical company versus a pharmaceutical company. Pretty close
match. He was there for me the whole time. I was very lucky in that
regard because most of my peers in Act Up had been kicked out of
their homes. And yed to the city and came to Act Up because they
were kicked out of rural America. I was very, very lucky.

SL: So, I don't know if it’s lucky or it's a miracle that you're still
living. How many of the other founders of Act Up are still with us.
PS: There are a lot of us. I mean. At its worst, we were losing about
close to 30 members a year. You know, in ¿93, ¿94 around there. As I
point out in my book, in a chapter called Surviving Survivor¿s Guilt, I
point to a study of my peers, gay men who were infected in the early
80’s. That has been ongoing and still is ongoing, called the MACS
cohort. I think it surprises people that when the protease inhibitors
came out that pivotal year, that if you can get to ¿96, ¿97, then you
had your odds of living increased dramatically because you could
switch regimens. How many of us got to that point¶ It was close to
30 percent, I believe. Initially, it was thought in the 80s that it was a
pretty quick death sentence. And it¿s not 100 percent deadly, even
untreated. There are some people we call elite controllers, a very small
percentage who can hold off HIV on their own with their own immune
system because they have a genetic predisposition to wght it off. But a
lot of us are doing mono and dual therapy. The big reason is that HIV
itself takes a long time to kill a person. I think the general public is not
aware of that. The average point from infection to death is eight years
untreated. There are some that are much longer than that and maybe
30 percent even untreated could have made it to ¿96. Today a lot of us
have passed, but it¿s about 20 percent of us are still alive.
SL: Do you guys get together?
PS: Yeah. There was a huge reunion when Spencer Cox died. A very
unfortunate reunion. He was very iconic in the movement, and his
death was a shock. Especially when it was discovered he had stopped
taking his drugs. It was all the Act Up membership in the room for
his memorial, which was an extraordinary day, extraordinary event to
celebrate his life. There have been other memorials since. There¿ve
been book events. There was a twenty-wfth reunion. We see each
other. We have the Act Up New York alumni page, which is a place
that we watch each other.
SL: You've been an activist your whole life. First with HIV/AIDS,
and now with COVID.
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every AIDS activist
I know pivoted into doing some Covid activism in anuary and
February of 2020. We got into it very fast. I was with a group called

Prep for All wghting for HIV prevention. We sent an email to Tony
Fauci on February 4th, 2020, complaining about the failed CDC tests
on COVID. We started advocating for the White House Covid task
force to start doing better.
SL: And there was no resistance there, right? From the White
House...
PS: (laughs) What a clusterfuck Covid has been. It¿s very frustrating...
activism. Very, very frustrating.
SL: It's a clusterfuck and very frustrating because it politicized
so early on. It seems like we sent the wrong message. We told
people that wearing a mask would help protect their neighbor.
We should have told the American public that the only way they
personally were going to survive this pandemic would be to wear
a mask. Apparently, we are a very self-centered culture. You're out
doing all this amazing activism. What does your life look like when
you're not being an activist? What do you do in your downtime?
PS: Well, I¿m 61 now. I do try to keep the pace in my life. Oh, dewnitely
at a slower burn than it was during the Act Up years. I spend most of
my time during the week on zooms as an activist, every day. There¿s
always something with our COVID activism. I¿m on the board now
for PrEP for all where we¿re trying to do HIV and COVID at the same
time. So, there¿s a lot on the organization¿s plate. We¿re growing
quickly. We¿re very busy and it¿s very fulwlling work. I have a side job
in Covid, which is trying to be there as a very close friend of Tony
Fauci. Helping him mentally navigate being the number one target
of the Trump right in America. People are aware that he¿s this target,
but they really are not aware of how overwhelming that position can
be. It¿s just CrazyTown and our friendship just got closer and closer
during COVID. And now it¿s something very special to me. It¿s an
honor to try to help him navigate that. We¿re talking about when he¿s
going to retire and how that¿s going to happen and all the factors that
go into that and what he¿s going to do during retirement. All those
conversations I wnd fascinating, and I think I¿m helping him and that
is a real honor.
SL: You have dedicated your entire adult life to advocating for
everyone. Do Staley's groupies still try to contact you?
PS:(Laughs) Yeah. I mean the primary reason I wrote the book is
because after the documentary How to Survive a Plague came out
ten years ago, I got overwhelmed with constant messages via social
media. Most from millennials, young queer millennials, who were
blown away by the wlm and just spoke of being very inspired and a
subset of them who spoke about having their lives changed. They
either became activists themselves or they became doctors or entered
the medical weld. Or went into other movements and I¿ve kept in touch
with that subgroup of dozens of people. I really saw the power of
how personal narratives about activism can inspire additional activism.
And it seemed to me that even though I hated writing, not telling my
story my way, was an opportunity lost of putting out there forever,
something that continue to inspire young queer youngsters in general
who want to pick up a book of how somebody their age became an
activist. Now it¿s there and I¿m proud of it. I put my heart and soul into
it. It took me three years. I didn¿t hold back. I¿m very self-reyective.
It¿s a really honest telling of what I went through and what I am and
what I was thinking. And it¿s exciting. You know, it¿s not a boring book
at all. You have these chapters that have these Mission Impossible
moments where we pull off these extraordinary actions and you get
to see exactly how we did them. And the nerve-wracking moments of
how they could easily have fallen apart (laughs) at any moment. We
got lucky just to pull them off.
SL: I know that you have inspired millions of people that every
day think about something that you've done or that you were a
part of that has made a difference in their lives.
PS: Thank you, Steve. I mean, I did all of it within the movement, and I
make that clear in the book. So, movements and people power really
will get things done.
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UPDATE
Syphilis is a treatable and curable bacterial
infection. The bacteria are spread by skin-to-skin
contact or from mother-to-child during pregnancy.
Once penicillin became available in the 1940s,
public health programs routinely offered testing
and treatment, and the number of syphilis cases
declined dramatically. Once thought to be on its
way to elimination, syphilis is back in the limelight.
Currently, the incidence of syphilis is higher among
sexually active adults. Like all sexually treated
infections (STI), syphilis is blind to gender, race, and
sexual expression.
Once infected, an individual may develop a primary
lesion at the point of contact, this is called a chancre.
Without treatment, over time, the chancre disappears.
If left untreated, the bacteria or spirochete that
causes the chancre can travel through the body. The
signs and symptoms of syphilis may be absent or as
mild as a sore throat, rash, fatigue, muscle aches,
and patchy hair loss. In some instances, syphilis can
be severe and cause changes in vision and hearing.
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In time, about a quarter of those with untreated
syphilis can develop permanent nerve and heart
damage, blindness, even death.
Because syphilis may cause so many different signs
and symptoms is called, “The Great Imitator.” Syphilis
may be ignored, overlooked, or misdiagnosed as
other diseases. The easiest way to diagnose syphilis
is by a blood test. Unfortunately, the stigma and
fear associated with syphilis prevent some from ever
seeking care. At Novus, we assume that if you are
here, you are sexually active. Beyond that hurdle,
the testing is simple and free and include a wnger
stick, blood draw, and physical exam. Treatment
with antibiotics results in cure.
At our 5 ofwces, located in Bethlehem, Stroudsburg,
Doylestown, Bridgeport, and Lehighton, we
treat around 10% of the total cases of syphilis in
Pennsylvania, outside of Philadelphia area. Most of
those diagnosed with a syphilis infection come in for
routine STI testing, while others come in because
they were exposed or have symptoms. We welcome
anyone to be tested, we provide treatment, and
everyone leaves with the care they need and deserve.
Lisa A. Spacek, MD, PHD

Brandon Black (cont. from page 38)
also Euphoria. I can’t help itt That show is right up my alley in all ways.
Coleman is inspiring to me because he is so resilient. This job can
be hard for anyone, but this is an openly gay Black man that’s been
here working at least 30 years. I saw a tweet from him the other day
saying this is going to be his wrst appearance on Late Night and I just
thought, “wow you’ve been here so long and are still coming across
new ground.” Give him all of his thingst
My decision to make acting my career came to me before I graduated
from high school. It was the only thing I seemed to stick to. I had no
idea how hard it was going to be and I’m still wnding out more and
more all the time just how challenging it is to make this thing your
career. Your life. But something about how difwcult it is, is actually part
of why I committed to it. If there’s something you want to do, then you
have to just believe that you’re no different than the people you see
doing it. You have all the same parts. Acting is about bringing your
humanity to the words. You’re a human so you are qualiwed for the
job.
SL: What was it like growing up LGBTQ+ in your neighborhood/
family? Can you speak to your own journey?
BB: Growing up with a secret that I didn’t fully understand was really
painful. I had a lot of rage built up and I know now it’s because I was
trying to force myself to avoid what was becoming more and more
clear. I relate to Tim in this way for sure. He lasted longer than I didt
He waited till the end of college.
I didn’t know for sure that I was gay until I was 18. I was in my wrst

gay relationship, and it was clear at that point that I couldn’t avoid it
anymore. Loving a guy is pretty gay. I met him right when I was about
to move to LA, so I kept it completely quiet until I moved. I planned to
just start over as a whole new person in LA. I remember driving in the
moving van with my soon-to-be roommate Mike. I’d been telling him
for weeks about this “girl” I was dating named “Roxanne” which was
really a guy named Russell. Well in the moving van, on the way to sign
the lease...I told him that Roxanne was Russell because I thought there
might be a chance, he wouldn’t want to live with me anymore. He was
so cool about it though and he was the wrst straight male friend that I
told. He met “Roxanne” soon after in our wrst apartment in LA.
SL: What do you do for fun when you're not acting?
BB: I am learning to play the guitar right now. I have an electric
because that’s what my soul wants, and I have an acoustic because I
have neighbors and those neighbors won’t like what they hear from
me at this stage. The guitars were a pandemic purchase and so were
my 10 houseplants. My mom’s green thumb popped up on me when
I suddenly had to spend every moment in my apartment. Aside from
those more recent obsessions, I love seeing movies, playing with my
Pitbull rescue Malik, hanging with friends, snowboarding, going to
music festivals. All that sounds action packed but I am an only child
which means I also love being at home minding my business and
staying hydrated.
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by Jason Sizemore
buerheadkitchen.com
@buerheadkitchen

Smokey Balsamic Chili
(prep time: 15 minutes, cook time: 15 minutes, serves: 8-10 )

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 small white onion, diced
1 red bell pepper, diced
4 Tbsp water
2 Tbsp smoked paprika
2 Tbsp chili powder
1 Tbsp cumin
29 oz can diced tomatoes
(wre roasted are greatt)
29 oz can pureed tomatoes

•
•
•
•
•
•

15 oz can cannellini beans
drained & rinsed
15 oz can pinto beans
drained & rinsed
15 oz can corn, drained &
rinsed
½ tsp salt
2 Tbsp balsamic vinegar
½ tsp Green Pepper Tabasco

Directions
This chili is one of our
year-round favorite goto recipes! Make a batch
to enjoy throughout the
week, it’s perfect for
picnics & tailgates & it’s
of course so comforting
when the days turn chilly.

•

•

•

Add diced onion, red bell
pepper & water to a large
pot. Saute over medium-high
heat for 5 minutes.
Add smoked paprika, chili
powder & cumin to the
peppers & onions as they are
sauteing. Stir frequently. A
yavorful paste will form.
Add the diced & pureed
tomatoes to the pot & stir to
combine well with the spice

•
•
•

paste.
Add the beans & corn. Stir
to combine. Turn heat up to
high.
Add salt, Tabasco &
balsamic. Continue to stir
over high heat.
As soon as the chili begins
to bubble, reduce to low
heat, cover, & simmer for 15
minutes. Stir every 5 minutes.

To cook in crockpot, combine all ingredients & cook on high for 2
hours or low for 4 hours.
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Want to see us making it? Check out a demo video at
www.butterheadkitchen.com under the ‘media’ tab.

It’s so easy to add more plants to your
menu even if you’re a harcore meat
& cheese lover! Pictured here, we’ve
topped our chili with Field Roast
Spicy Mexican Chipotle Plant Based
Sausage, Violife Vegan Cheddar
Shreds & Tofutti Better Than Sour
Cream, all available at your grocery
store. We know we’re partial, but we
also love our own Butterhead Kitchen
Vegan Pepperoni, crumbled & added
to the recipe! Check out our website
to find out where to get some.

Butterheadkitchen@gmail.com

Butterheadkitchen.com
@butterheadkitchen
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by Lenora Dannelke

Sand Castle Winery Reigns
as King of the Hill

Why
h should
h ld tourists get to have
h
allll the
h fun¶
f ¶ In
recent times, broad demographics from the Lehigh
Valley and across Bucks County have rediscovered
– or discovered for the wrst time – diverse social
amenities currently offered at this majestic estate
winery, perched on a high bluff above the Delaware
River. Outdoor events at the Sand Castle Winery
venue encompass everything from comedy shows
to drag brunches, and a favorite summertime series
launches during Pride month, from 3 to 7 p.m. une
12.

The Sunday Tea Dance has long been a foundation
of LGBTQ+ community culture, but the comfortable
inclusiveness of Sand Castle Winery’s Sunset Tea
Dances attracts a happily mixed crowd. “It’s a
beautiful day out, with amazing views,” says Events
Director Dean Arcuri. “And it’s an open environment
to everyone.” He also notes that the late afternoonto-early evening party allows guests to get home
at a reasonable hour and relax before starting the
workweek. Fortunately, a tent off the main tasting
room that will remain in place throughout the
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A winemaking pioneer of Pennsylvania and one
of the oldest wineries on the East Coast, Sand
Castle Winery’s roots in European viticulture run
deep in rocky soil, imparting an elegant mineralrich character to their wines. With the sunshine of
southern Italy and the winters of northern Germany,
an unusual combination of riesling, chardonnay,
cabernet sauvignon and pinot noir grapes all
yourish on the 72 cultivated acres. “It’s a really ideal
growing climate,” says Managing Partner Chad
Sletten. “Our proximity to the river is vital too, and
keeps the vines protected.” In fact, this distinctive
environment has earned a globally-recognized AVA
(American Viticulture Area) designation, putting it on
the map with such renowned areas as Napa Valley.
Single-varietals and blended iterations that
include thirteen types of bottled wine, plus two
versions of vermouth, appeal to a wide range
of preferences. However, Alpine Spice remains
the perpetual best seller. While the unexpected
blend of riesling and chardonnay mixed with a
secret combination of spices was designed to
be sipped warm, the fragrant wine is equally
delicious poured over ice for a summer cooler.
A changing schedule of food trucks and onsite games such as corn hole make this pet-friendly
destination ideal for an afternoon outing. The
handsome “castle” – modeled on the hometown
castle of founding brothers oseph and Paul
Maxian from Bratislava, Slovakia – includes a
stately tasting room and second-yoor grand hall
that accommodates up to 80 guests at year-round
private functions, from corporate team-building
exercises and showers to catered “celebration
of life” events that offer an upbeat alternative
to post-funeral luncheons. With 15-mile views –
and nary a warehouse in sight – the terrace and
seasonal tent at Sand Castle Winery is well qualiwed
to host the al fresco wedding of your dreams.

Chad Sletten
season removes the element of weather dependency.
An irresistible tapestry of energetic beats woven
by hugely popular D Brad Scott lures guests to the
dance yoor with a full gamut of classic disco tunes to
newer pop music with a disco vibe, plus, of course,
all the divas from across the decades. The initial
soundtrack starts out “light and yuffy” as people
edge to the dance yoor nursing a glass of wine or
cocktail – aka a “glass of liquid courage” – served
at the pop-up bar. “Once people are on the yoor,
it’s total freedom,” Scott reports. In particular, he
observes that gal pals wnd this “a safe and welcoming
place to really cut loose.” He also notes that while
singles often shy away from attending parties alone,
“our little family of the tea dance community ensures
that no one stands alone very long – people are so
welcoming. If I see a new face, I’ll go up and talk to
them. You don’t have to know anybody there, but

Dean Arcuri
you will when you leave. We don’t tolerate attitude
or exclusivity. Everyone is too nicet”
This year’s inaugural Sunset Tea Dance benewts
Avery’s Hope (averys-hope.org), a nonprowt
organization that supports the families of young
patients with rare GI diseases. Rather than fundraising
for medical research, moneys accrued go directly to
providing assistance to those in need of wnancial
relief. Although the group’s charitable events
typically encompass athletic ventures, area resident
and board member im Dunn proposed a lively
alternative partnership with Sand Castle Winery. At
the beginning of May, discounted early-bird tickets
will be available for purchase at sandcastlewinery.
com. As always, admission includes the wrst drink
free. Consider this an opportunity to dance, drink,
and make new friends in a gorgeous setting while
aiding a worthwhile cause.

Spiekseidde
Win er
Spritz

W inesicle,
Sand Castle Winery’s latest blended offering of
Chardonnay and Semi-Sweet Riesling, boasts a hint
of citrus oil and vanilla bean that pairs happily with
desserts or upgrades a refreshing warm weather cocktail.
Crushed iced
3 oz. Sand Castle Winesicle Wine
1 oz. vodka
1 oz. fresh orange juice
1É2 oz. of seltzer
1É2 orange slice for garnish
Place crushed ice in a serving glass of choice and set
aside. Pour wine, vodka, and orange juice in shaker with
ice. Give it a few vigorous shakes and strain into the
glass with crushed ice. Top with seltzer and garnish with
orange slice. Enjoy immediately.
Serves 1

Sand Castle Winery
755 River Road, Erwinna
800.722.9463
sandcastlewinery.com
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LEHIGH VALLEY LGBTQ ARCHIVES
For access to the archive, please contact Special Collections and Archives at trexlerarchives@
muhlenberg.edu. If you are interested in donating materials to the Lehigh Valley LGBT
Community
Archive,
please
contact
the
Bradbury-Sullivan
LGBT
Community
Center
at
Adrian@BradburySullivanCenter.org or Special Collections and Archives at trexlerarchives@muhlenberg.edu

SSUSAN FALCIANI MALDONADO

is the Special Collections & Archives Librarian at
T
Trexler Library, Muhlenberg College. She works with students in and outside of the
classroom to increase their primary source literacy using rare books, manuscripts,
and other archival material. As archivist, she is responsible for processing, digitizing,
a
and making available collections in the Lehigh Valley LGBT Community Archive.

VOTERS GUIDES

(L) The Archive contains voter guides for elections
on the local, state, and federal levels spanning 19932002. [From the LGBT Publications collection]

LAMBDA VALLEY MONTHLY

(R) Lambda Valley Monthly and its predecessor, Le-HiHo Newsletter, not only shared updates about critical
political and health-related issues of the 1970s and 1980s,
but also included entertainment news, event calendars,
contacts for services, and a wealth of local advertising.
[From the Papers of Frank A. Whelan and Bob Wittman
collection]
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AIDS QUILT MEMORABILIA

(R) Photographs, newspaper articles, and
ephemera tell the story of the wrst visit of
the AIDS Quilt to the Lehigh Valley in 1991,
the result of the hard work of local coalition
“Common Threads.” [From the Records of
F.A.C.T. (Fighting AIDS Continuously Together)
collection]

DIAMONZ MEMORABILIA

(Below) The Archive contains memorabilia from
three shuttered LGBTQ bars in the Lehigh
Valley: Stonewall Lehigh Valley, Candida’s, and
Diamonz Nightclub. These items from Diamonz
were some of the earliest items collected by
the Archive, newly established when Diamonz
closed in 2016. [From the Diamonz Nightclub
and Restaurant collection]]
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Not

ne Thin Dime

The LGBT community would be rightly outraged by a random
restaurant deciding to not serve LGBT people. Let’s say
this restaurant is in a nearby town that does not have nondiscrimination protections and the restaurant is therefore
legally permitted to discriminate and not serve LGBT people.
The restaurant puts a big sign up on their door that states
“No LGBT people served here.” There might be protests and
certainly no one in the LGBT community would dine at the
restaurant or support them in any way. The LGBT community
would tell their allies, friends, family, neighbors and co-workers
to never spend their money at the business.
Yet every week there are LGBT people placing money in church
offering plates even though that church provides anti-LGBT
teaching. Every Sunday there are LGBT people who donate to
churches even though the church does not support marriage
equality. LGBT people give their time, talent and treasure to
churches that have clearly stated “We do not ordain women
or openly LGBT people as clergy.” Every year, hundreds of
thousands of dollars (I fear it’s actually in the millions) from
LGBT people is funding anti-LGBT religious organizations.
Of course, religious organizations are permitted to discriminate
and there is nothing illegal about their congregational policies
(though remember that any anti-LGBT policy is immoral). I am
always surprised at how little research people do to learn more
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by Rev. Goudy

about the teachings of the churches where they attend. It is
harmful to current and future generations to give even one thin
dime to a church that is anti-LGBT or is part of a denomination
that is anti-LGBT.
Why not make this the year to support only LGBT-friendly faith
communities¶ Why not make this the year to be wnancially
liberated from anti-LGBT religious organizations¶
BEFORE providing a donation, ensure the presence of these
policies in a church:
#1 Teaches that people are gifted by God as lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transgender
#2 Ordains women and openly LGBT people as clergy
#3 Provides marriage ceremonies for same-sex couples as well
as opposite-sex couples
#4 Provides rituals like baptisms, infant dedications, funerals
and house blessings to LGBT families
#5 Not just a few, but every church in their denomination is
LGBT-friendly
It is long past time to de-fund churches that hold anti-LGBT
teachings and policies. Why not invest in faith communities
that practice marriage equality, ordain women and openly
LGBT people, celebrate diverse families, care for all people
and provide inclusive spiritual formation¶
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